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1. Introduction
This survey serves to provide an overview of Ukrainian stakeholders engaged in or relevant
for sustainable development issues encompassing the following fields that are considered in
the DCFTA sustainability dimension:
 Labour and social standards
 Environment and climate protection
 Green economy and green goods
 Trade in natural resources (fishery, forestry, energy products)
A table is provided with stakeholders according to stakeholder group (government and public
administration, research and academia, business representatives, workers’ representatives,
civil society organisations) and the four core fields of sustainability that are subject to the
DCFTA.
Most active stakeholders included to the list provide expertise to the sustainable
development policymaking process in the areas of sustainable energy, renewable energy
sources (RES) and energy efficiency, oil and gas sector, nuclear power, environment
protection and rational use of natural resources, social dialogue.
Some stakeholders are involved in creating of tools for attracting green investments into the
real sector, mainly in the area of renewables and energy efficiency. Having a goal to promote
sustainable development experienced stakeholders create databases and interactive maps
for providing of roadmaps as an algorithm for the implementation of research, technology
and innovation projects in Ukraine. The list of stakeholders was prepared aimed at
formulation and implementation of concepts and strategies of sustainable development,
business planning for financing of the projects in this field. Awareness raising of Ukrainian
society about sustainable development focused on environment protection and prevention of
climate change in general are the major goals of civil society representatives. Most of
stakeholders want to take into account international experience when implementing
sustainable development projects firs of all from EU as a major partner. NGO’s from worker’s
and employer’s organizations involve civil society to the policy dialogue on sustainable
development in the societal sphere, including support of women in politics and social activity.
They generate contribution to the development of gender equality policy in Ukraine, providing
opportunities to learn international experience in the implementation of gender policy.

1.1 Stakeholders concerned with labour and social standards
Stakeholders from government and public administration included to the list implement state
policy in the field of employment and labour migration, provide assistance to citizens in the
selection of suitable work and providing employers with services for the selection of
employees, encouraging employers to create new jobs and introduce best international
social and labour standards.
Stakeholders from research and academia in this chapter are involved in human
development in Ukraine, social transformations of Ukrainian society and socio-demographic
processes. Researchers are involved in improvement of the social partnership system: trade
unions, employers and the state including promotion of cooperation among trade unions and
the organizations of employers.
The main purpose of the stakeholders’ activity in this chapter is to protect the rights and
legitimate interests of the employers in the economic, legal, social, labour and other spheres,
including in the relations with other parties of the social dialogue at the national, sectoral and
local levels. Potential role employers organizations in establishment of mechanisms for
implementing effective reforms in social sphere of Ukraine, which will be based on the use of
leading international and European experience and European legislation.
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The main tasks of workers organizations are the protection of labour, socio-economic rights
and interests of trade union‘s members, including social protection of the members and their
families and legal protection of trade unions. Stakeholders from this chapter are focused on
strengthening of trade union‘s influence on political life and in the formation of the civil
society. Improvement of social dialogue with other trade unions, employers, and the public
administration is the main priority.
Trade union’s organizations are involved in protection of labour, socio-economic rights and
interests of their members. Legal protection of trade union members are their priorities,
including social dialogue with other trade unions, employers, and the state, lobbying for the
interests of trade unions in state authorities, including Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine. Trade
unions are demanding changes in such fundamental issues as setting the subsistence
minimum, decent income and decent working conditions and clean working environment.
Most of the activities in the national social protection system are not secured by the use of
international standards, regulatory norms and risk management practices that are in line with
European approaches. The accumulation system aimed at using of the pension fund and the
insurance of risks in the work place are not brought to the best world practices. Hence the
venture activity of the pension fund that could be used for stimulating a socially oriented
economy is absent. Growing mortality among newborns combined with low average life
expectancy of Ukrainian citizens deteriorate demographic situation. Pension savings for a
significant number of citizens are lost because they do not survive to achive retirement age.
The issue of priorities identifying for developing european social economy depends to a large
extent on partnership with EU countries based on the implementation in Ukraine of their best
practices in poverty reduction, emergency prevention and mitigation, social investment and
social protection programs in the regions.

1.2

Stakeholders concerned with environment and climate

The stakeholders from this group are involved in implementing public policies in the domain
of environment protection, providing state supervision (control) over observing and satisfying
legal requirements in ecological sphere and introducing proposals on state policymaking in
this field. They establish information and experience exchange related to sustainability
issues with EU respective institutions, solving other tasks aimed at the implementation of the
course of environment protection and climate change policies.
Stakeholders from research and academia group diversify their activities developing the
modelling tools for solving of numerous environmental management and environmental
emergency problems. Scientific experts in information technologies, radiation safety,
environmental and health risk assessment, environmental engineering, ecology, water
management are involved into national and international interdisciplinary projects aimed at
Ukraine’s sustainable development.
Prominent stakeholders from business community are involved in implementing national and
international programs aimed at improving qualifications of their employees in environment
protection sphere and development of human resources for the national economy based on
EU standards. Business associations promote programs aimed at improving competitiveness
of national enterprises for the purposes of European integration, establishing international
connection among scientists, business experts, educational institutions, companies and
organizations in order to exchange scientific and technological solutions in the environment
protection and climate change sphere.
The main purpose of the trade unions activities in Ukraine is to integrate education and
science in the interests of implementing the foundations of an environmentally friendly
society, a smart economy and sustainable development. They disseminate democratic
values, development of civil society, education of young people, the observance of workers’
rights and gender equality.
Organizations of civic society from this group support environment protection activities
among all segments of the population, as well as measures aimed at forming the necessary
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civic competences. They are focused on development of consumption intelligence among
wider society, social dialogue initiatives aimed at understanding of the climate change
literacy and the essence of saving their habitat.

1.3 Stakeholders concerned with Green Economy and Green Goods
Stakeholders from governmental institutions are involved in improving the quality of
sustainable development legislation integrating national economy into European and
international integration. They are focused on increasing the effectiveness of public
administration in the field of implementing the principles of green investments and green
economy improving the environmental friendliness and energy efficiency of national
companies.
Representatives from scientific organisations participate in the development as well as in the
realization of ecologic, social and economic projects and programs making an expert and
analytical assessment of green economy development and alternative power industry.
Education institutions are focused on adequate requirements of modern information society,
the needs of the international and national labour markets, integrated into the world
educational space and oriented on green economy and green goods.
Leading stakeholders from the business representative group are constantly improving,
researching and participating in various programs that promote the development of green
economy areas. They strive to provide green goods and services needed by consumers
applying the strategy of accelerated development through innovations that increase an
efficiency, organizational capabilities and partnerships.
Prominent organizations from civic society are aimed at improving the ecological situation in
Ukraine, forming a balanced development of law carbon green economy, raising the level of
environmental education and the culture of citizens. Their activities are aimed at increasing
public participation in the formation and implementation of state environmental policy and
organization of public control over observance of environmental legislation. They are focused
on broadening of public participation in the formation and implementation of state
environmental policy, making proposals to public authorities and municipal government on
issues related to green economy initiatives, participating in the formation of a sustainable
development model of Ukraine based on implementation and promotion of ecologically
friendly energy and resource-saving technologies.

1.4 Stakeholders concerned with tade in natural resources
Stakeholders from public administration in this chapter are involved in the formation and
implementation of the policy in the spheres of fishing and fishing industry, protection, use and
reproduction of water bio resources, regulation of fishing and safety of navigation of fishing
fleet vessels, forest and hunting economy regulation. Concerning energy products they are
involved in formation and implementation of state energy policy, state policy in the spheres of
energy efficiency and energy security.
Research and academia stakeholders are involved in fundamental investigation such as
monitoring of forest ecosystems, determination of criteria and indicators of sustainable
fishery management, modelling the influence of natural and anthropogenic factors (including
global climate change, man-made emissions, and radionuclides) on natural resources
availability. I the energy sector stakeholders provide scientific basis for the transformation
and use of renewable energy; technologies and systems of rational use of energy sources.
Stakeholders from this chapter take an active role in the development of the legislative
framework of the rational use of natural resources, monitoring and solution of problematic
issues of the related industries. They actively cooperate with the public authorities, private
and public enterprises and consumer associations, consulting agencies and media to
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implement and comply with European quality standards on rational natural resources
consumption.
The workers organizations main tasks are protection of labour, socio-economic rights and
interests of trade union members, including social protection of trade union members and
their families. They promote legal protection of trade union members and strengthening their
influence on political process of rational use of natural resources and in the process of
formation of the civil society.
The stakeholders from this sphere provide practical help to interested parties in carrying out
trade and economic operations with natural resources products on internal and external
markets, promote the development of export of Ukrainian goods and services of related
industries. They provide a wide spectrum of professional services, including consultations on
issues of foreign trade and market evaluation and carry out independent expertise of efficient
use of natural resources.

Government and public administration
Ministry of Social Policy of Ukraine
Public Employment Service of Ukraine
Ministry of Regional Development, Building, Housing and Communal
Services of Ukraine
Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine
Ministry of Healthcare of Ukraine
Ministry of Ecology and Natural Resources of Ukraine
Ministry of Economic Development and Trade
Ministry of Energy and Coal Industry of Ukraine
The State Emergency Service of Ukraine
Ministry of Infrastructure of Ukraine
State Agency on Energy Efficiency and Energy Saving of Ukraine
Ministry of Agrarian Policy and Food of Ukraine
State Forest Resources Agency of Ukraine
State Agency of Ukraine’s Fisheries
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2. Overview: Stakeholders according to stakeholder
group and sustainability field

x
x
x
x

Research and academia
Institute of Demography and Social Studies named after M. Ptukha
University of Economics and Law (KROK)
Academy of Labour, Social Relations and Tourism
The Scientific Research Institute of Labour and Employment of the
Population of the Ministry of Social Policy of Ukraine and National
Academy of Sciences of Ukraine
National University of Life and Environmental Sciences of Ukraine
National Academy of Public Administration under the President of Ukraine
Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv
Ukrainian Centre of Environmental and Water Protection
Ukrainian Research Institute of Forestry and Agroforestry named after G.
Vysotsky
Institute of Energy Saving and Energy Management
Zhytomyr National Agro Ecological University
State Organization Institute for Economics and Forecasting NAS of Ukraine
Renewable Energy Institute of the National Academy of Sciences of
Ukraine
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Ukrainian Academy of Science
The Institute of Fisheries of the National Academy of Agrarian Sciences
State Scientific Institution "Ukrainian Institute of Scientific, Technical
Expertise and Information" (UkrISTEI)
Institute of Geochemistry, Mineralogy and Ore Formations (IGMOF)
National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine (NASU)
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National University of Food Technologies

x

x

National Aviation University
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x

Technical Committee for Standardization TC 26 "Operation of Aviation
Engineering"
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x
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x
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Technical Committee for Standardization TC121 "Design and ergonomics"
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Business representatives
Association of Ukraine’s Employers Organizations
Association of Sanatoriums and Health Resorts Employers
All-Ukrainian Federation of Employers in the Field of Tourism of Ukraine
The Federation of Employers of Ukraine (FEU)
Confederation of Employers of Ukraine
The Ukrainian Association of Young Farmers
Ukrainian Oil & Gas Association
Bioenergy Association of Ukraine
Association of Water Channels of Ukraine
Association of furniture and woodworking enterprises of Ukraine
Association "Ukrainian Aquaculture Community"
Limited Liability Company "Klever K"
Limited Liability Company "Sunline-Automatic"
Ukrainian Association of Renewable Energy
International Chamber of Commerce of Ukraine
Private Enterprise "Scientific-Production Association "Agro Research
Inform"
Ltd. Personnel Certification Body of Ukrainian Association For Quality (PCB
UAQ)
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Workers’ representatives
Federation of Trade Unions
Trade Union of Coal Industry Workers of Ukraine
Confederation of Free Trade Unions of Ukraine
The Trade union of forestry workers of Ukraine
Trade Union of Railwaymen and Transport Builders of Ukraine
Trade Union of Fisheries Workers of Ukraine
Trade Union of Workers of Nuclear Power Industry of Ukraine
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Civil society organisations
All-Ukrainian Association of Rural and Village Councils
Labour Initiatives
Think tank of the Ukrainian Agrarian Union
Civic Union “Ukrainian rural Development Network”
First All-Ukrainian Agricultural Advisory Service
School of Equal Opportunities
International Centre for the Development of Smart Society
DOCCU – Development of Citizenship Competences in Ukraine
Civic Union “Aarhus Innovation Network of Ukraine’s Territorial
Communites and Kyiv City”
All-Ukrainian public organization National Ecological Centre of Ukraine
All-Ukrainian Consumer Federation «PULSE»
International Charitable Organisation: Information Centre “Green Dossier”
Think-tank: Resource and Analysis Centre “Society and Environment”
All-Ukrainian Ecological League
Centre for Innovation Development
Food Safety of Ukraine
International Non-Government Organisation - Primavera
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The Resource Efficient and Cleaner Production Centre RECP
The Club of Economists
International Centre for the Development of Smart Society
Knowledge Platform - Agrarian Development and Rural Innovations
Think-tank “DiXi Group”
Charity Fund «Future of the children is our common goal» (CF FCCG)
NGO «Agro-ecological certification of Kyiv region» (NGO «AECK»)
Medical Clinics Association of European Service in Ukraine (NGO)
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3. Stakeholder profiles
3.1 Government and Public Administration
Ministry of Social Policy of Ukraine
Founded by
Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities

Decree of the President of Ukraine dated December 9, 2010 No.
1085/2010
-

No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
State budget
finance
Website
www.msp.gov.ua
The Ministry ensures the formation and implementation of public policy in the field of labour
and social policy.
The Ministry of Social Policy is the main body in the system of central executive authorities
on the formation and implementation of state policy in the areas of employment and labour
migration, labour relations, social protection of the population, including family and
children,.

(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Social and labour standards, implementation of EU regulations in labour protection,
employment policy

Contact

Name
Function
Address
Email
Phone number

Nataliya Popova
Head of the Department for International Cooperation
Kyiv, Esplanadna Street
emale: pnn@mlsp.gov.ua
(044)289-8451

Public Employment Service of Ukraine
Founded by
Information on
organisation

No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
finance
Website

Established on the basis of the Decree of the Cabinet of Ministers of the
Ukrainian SSR dated December 21, 1990
14 000
State budget
www.dcz.gov.ua/

General
mandate

Promoting employment and job search

Main areas of
activities

Implementation of state policy in the field of employment and labour migration, assistance
to citizens in the selection of suitable work and providing employers with services for the
selection of employees.

(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Encouraging employers to create new jobs, increasing the competitiveness of the
unemployed people on the labour market.

Contact

Name
Function
Address
Email
Phone number

Taras Dudkovsky
Deputy Head of the Department of International Cooperation
19-a Yakub Kolas street, Kyiv, 03148
facebook@dcz.gov.ua
(044)289-43-69
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Ministry of Regional Development, Building, Housing and Communal Services of Ukraine

Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

Founded by
Government of Ukraine
No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
State budget
finance
Website
www.minregion.gov.ua
To be a platform where problems and prospects of construction, housing and communal
services and regional policy are solved and discussed jointly.
Development of interregional cooperation, attracting investments, including foreign ones, as
well as introduction of the instruments for stimulation of interregional cooperation.
STD at programs of EU support for regional development. rural development,
implementation of the standards ISO/EU in building sector and government regulation
Name
Function
Address
Email
Phone number

Demyan Pastukh
Head of the Department for International Cooperation
01601, Kyiv, 9 Velyka Zhytomyrska Str.
PastukhDIe@minregion.gov.ua
(044)207-1880

Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine

Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Labour:
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact Labour

Founded by
No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
finance
Website

Government of Ukraine

State budget
www.mon.gov.ua

The formation and implementation of state policy in the field of education and science
Legal and regulatory framework for the functioning of the education system; collection and
processing of educational statistics, analysis and further forecasts in the field of
international cooperation, education and science.
Formation of strategies and formats of national education in sustainable development
issues, participation in their implementation and the provision of methodological
recommendations.
Name
Stella Shapoval
Deputy Head of the Department of International Cooperation and
Function
European Integration
Address
10 Prospekt Peremohy, Kyiv, 01135, Ukraine
Email
s_shapoval@mon.gov.ua
Phone number
(044) 2878233

Environment:
General
mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Improving the legal conditions of innovation and technology transfer; development of
innovation infrastructure to help researchers, inventors and enterprises throughout the
innovation chain including protection of environment.
Development of infrastructure in the field of innovation and technology transfer, in
particular, creation of favorable conditions for technological and scientific parks; creating
conditions for the transfer of technology to production; development of innovative culture in
society and popularization of innovation activity.
Improvement of legal regulation in the innovation sphere; formation of strategic and
medium-term priority directions of innovation activity in the field of environment protection.
Name
Function

Contact

Green Economy:
General
mandate
Main areas of
activities

Address
Email
Phone number

Victor Shovkaluyk
Head of the Department of Innovation Activities and Technology
Transfers
16 T. Shevchenko Boul., office 307, Kyiv, 01135, Ukraine
mon@mon.gov.ua
(044) 287-82-53

Implementation of the state policy in the field of scientific and technical activities,
coordination of the activities of other executive bodies in this area.
Competitive selection of scientific and technical projects aimed at fulfilling the tasks of the
state programs, concluding the relevant agreements and evaluating the effectiveness of
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their implementation.
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Formation proposals for the development of new state-targeted scientific and technical
programs on priority issues as green economy and green goods.

Name
Dmytro Chebercus
Function
Head of the Science and Technology Development Department
Contact
Address
16 Boulvard T. Shevchenko, office 307 b, Kyiv, 01135, Ukraine
Email
mon@mon.gov.ua
Phone number
(044) 287-82-56
Trade in natural resources:
General mandate
Implementation of state policy in the field of scientific and innovative activities.
The Department is developing proposals for the development of new state-targeted
Main areas of
scientific and scientific and technical programs on priority areas for the development of
activities
science and technology,
(Potential) Role in Competitive selection of scientific and innovative projects funded by the state budget
sustainability
aimed at fulfilling the tasks of sustainable development, concluding the relevant
issues
agreements and evaluating the effectiveness of their implementation.
Name
Darya Chayka
Deputy of the Head of the Department of Science and Technology
Function
Development
Contact
Address
16 Boul. T. Shevchenko, Kyiv, 01135, Ukraine
Email
mon@mon.gov.ua
Phone number
(044) 287-82-55

Ministry of Healthcare of Ukraine

Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

Founded by
Government of Ukraine
No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
State budget
finance
Website
www.moz.gov.ua
The Ministry is the main body in the system of central institutions of executive power, which
ensures the formation and implementation of state policy in the field of health care, as well
as in the sphere of sanitary and epidemiological well-being of the employees.
The Ministry ensures observance of the rights of citizens for health care and patient rights
by healthcare institutions, enterprises, institutions and organizations and prepares
proposals regarding the definition of priority directions of health care development,
including implementation of state comprehensive and targeted health care programs.
Formation of consultative, advisory and other subsidiary bodies to consider scientific
recommendations and conduct expert consultations on key issues of social and health
protection of employees.
Name
Khrestyna Napova
Head of the Department for International Cooperation and European
Function
Integration
Address
7 M. Hrushevsky street, Kiev, 01601
Email
krystina.napova@gmail.com
Phone number
(044)253-5602

Ministry of Ecology and Natural Resources of Ukraine

Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities

Founded by
Government of Ukraine
No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
State budget
finance
Website
www.menr.gov.ua
The Ministry is the main institution in the system of central bodies of executive power in
shaping and ensuring the implementation of state policy in the field of environmental
protection.
The Ministry provides regulatory legal regulation on the issues concerning: licensing
conditions for the conduct of economic activity in the field of hazardous waste
management, collection and harvesting of certain types of waste as secondary raw
materials.
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(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

The Ministry conducts international cooperation in the area of protection of environment
aimed to ensure ecological safety, implements obligations in accordance with multilateral
and bilateral international agreements of Ukraine.
Name
Lesya Karnauch
Function
Head of the Department of European Integration
Address
35 Metropolit Vasyl Lipkivsky Str., Kyiv 03035 Ukraine
Email
karnauch@menr.gov.ua
Phone number
(044) 206-3110; (063) 822-3823

Ministry of Economic Development and Trade

Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

Founded by
Government
No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
State budget
finance
Website
www.me.gov.ua
Forming and implementing public policy in the fields of economy and trade. Implementing
state regulatory policy and state policy on business development.
The Ministry is a specially authorized body in the field of public procurement, metrology,
public-private partnership, state regulatory policy, licensing, licensing system in the field of
economic activity and defence order.
Promoting the development of competition in the wholesale and retail trade through the
implementation of a balanced state policy on the sustainable development, attracting
domestic and foreign green investments in order to expand the network of modern trade
adapted to European and world standards,
Name
Vitalina Martynovska
Function
Deputy Director of the Department
Address
12/2 M. Grushevs’kyi Street, Kyiv, 01008, Ukraine
Email
meconomy@me.gov.ua
Phone number
(044) 200-44-98

Ministry of Energy and Coal Industry of Ukraine

Information on
organisation

General mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role in
sustainability
issues

Contact

Founded by
Government
No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
State budget
finance
Website
http://mpe.kmu.gov.ua/
Formation and implementation of state energy policy, state policy in the spheres of energy
efficiency and energy security.
Strategic planning and regulation in the electricity sector, nuclear power system, oil and gas
industry, coal production.
Ultimate goal remains as complete integration of the power grilles of Ukraine and the EU in
the consumer sector, aimed at mutually reinforcing security of energy supply and
alternative sources of energy development.
Name
Alexandra Kozlovskaya
Head of the Department for International Cooperation and European
Function
Integration
Address
Kyiv, 30 Khreshchatyk Str.
Email
kanc@mev.gov.ua
Phone number
(044)206-3744

The State Emergency Service of Ukraine

Information on
organisation

General

Founded by
Government of Ukraine
No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
State budget
finance
Website
http://www.dsns.gov.ua
The Service is a central body of executive power with activities directed and coordinated by
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mandate

Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

the Cabinet of Ministers through the Ministry of Internal Affairs. It implements state policies
in the domain of civil protection, protection of population and territories from emergencies,
prevention of emergencies, rectification of emergency consequences, rescue work, fire
extinguishing, fire and technic safety, accident rescue service activities and
hydrometeorology activities.
Providing state supervision (control) over observing and satisfying legal requirements in the
domain of civil protection, fire and technic safety, accident rescue service activities.
Carrying out joint plans and mechanisms of implementation of action plans for prevention of
natural and technic catastrophes; establishing information and experience exchange
related to sustainability issues.
Name
Mykola Chechotkin
Function
Head
Address
01601, Kyiv, О.Gonchara street 55-а
Email
pr.chechotkin@mns.gov.ua
Phone number
+38 (044) 247-30-26

Ministry of Infrastructure of Ukraine

Information on
organisation

General
mandate

Main areas of
activities

(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

Founded by
Government of Ukraine
No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
State budget
finance
Website
www.mtu.gov.ua
The central body of executive power in the areas of transport, roads, postal service and
infrastructure. Formulating and implementing state policy in the fields of air, road, rail, sea,
river and urban electric transport, as well as on issues related to the use of Ukrainian
airspace, subway systems, roads, postal services, transportation safety.
Ensuring the availability and improving the quality of transportation services; integrating
national transportation systems into European and international transportation systems;
increasing the effectiveness of public administration in the field of transportation;
developing transportation infrastructure; renewing the rolling stock; improving the
investment climate; ensuring safety during ; improving the environmental friendliness and
energy efficiency of vehicles.
Transport is one of the key areas of cooperation between the EU and Ukraine, and in
accordance with Article 368 of the Association Agreement primary purpose of this
cooperation is to facilitate the restructure and renewal of the transport sector of Ukraine
and the gradual harmonization of existing standards and policies with those in the EU.
Name
Viktor Dovgan
Function
Deputy Minister for European integration
Address
14 Peremohy Avenue, Kyiv, 01135
Email
miy@mtu.gov.ua
Phone number
(044) 351-49-54 (13), 351-40-35

State Agency on Energy Efficiency and Energy Saving of Ukraine

Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

Founded by
No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
finance
Website

Government of Ukraine
51-200
State budget
http://saee.gov.ua

Supporting of the green investments of the national and international companies.
Development of renewables sources of energy including solar energy, bioenergy and wind
energy.
Implementation of wide use of last green technologies as an opportunity to provide a
significant improvement of energy efficiency and energy security of Ukraine and stimulation
of the significant share of renewables in Ukrainian energy balance.
Name
Sergiy Savchuk
Head of State Agency on Energy Efficiency and Energy Saving of
Function
Ukraine
Address
12 Muzeinyi lane, Kyiv, 01001
Email
resinvestua@gmail.com
Phone number
+38(044) 590-57-36
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Ministry of Agrarian Policy and Food of Ukraine

Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

Founded by
Government
No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
State budget
finance
Website
www.kmu.gov.ua
Formation and implementation of state agricultural policy, state policy in the spheres of
agriculture and on food security.
Implementation of public policy in the field of agro-industrial complex and machine building
for the agro-industrial complex, agricultural advisory activity, production and circulation of
organic products (raw materials), safety and separate indicators of food quality, in the areas
of quarantine and plant protection,
Formation and implementation of state policy in the spheres of fishing and fishing industry,
protection, use and reproduction of aquatic biological resources, regulation of fishing and
safety of navigation of vessels of the fleet of fisheries, forestry and hunting economy based
on sustainability principles,
Name
Olga Trofimtseva
Function
Deputy Minister for European Integration,
Address
01001, Kyiv, 24 Khreshchatyk Str.
Email
olgatrofimtseva@minagro.gov.ua
Phone number
(044)226-2621

State Forest Resources Agency of Ukraine

Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

Founded by
No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
finance
Website

Government

State budget
www.dklg.kmu.gov.ua

Implementation of state policy in the field of forestry and hunting.
Public administration of territories and objects of the nature reserve fund, forest
management and hunting management, maintains a state forest inventory.
Carries out state management in the field of forestry and hunting, as well as state control
over compliance with forestry legislation based on sustainable development.
Name
Function
Address
Email
Phone number

Volodymyr Bondar
Deputy Chairman
01601, Kyiv, 9-a Sh. Rustaveli Str.
pr3@dklg.gov.ua
+38 (044) 235-53-66

State Agency of Ukraine’s Fisheries

Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

Founded by
Decree of the President of Ukraine dated April 16, 2011
No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
State budget
finance
Website
www.darg.gov.ua
The Agency was established to implement state policy in the field of fisheries and fisheries
protection.
Protection, use and reproduction of aquatic biological resources, fishing regulation, naval
navigation safety of fishing fleet vessels.
Implementation of state policy in the field of fisheries and fisheries protection, use and
reproduction of aquatic biological resources, fishing regulation based on sustainable
development principles.
Name
Volodymyr Faley
Function
First Deputy Chairman
Address
04053, Kyiv, 45 Sich. Povstanya
Email
darg@darg.gov.ua
Phone number
(044) 486 62 43, (044) 272 20 32
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3.2 Research and Academia
Institute of Demography and Social Studies named after M. Ptukha
Founded by
Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

Institute was founded in 2002 on the basis of the Resolution of the
Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine
-

No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
State budget, grants, and international funds.
finance
Website
www.idss.org.ua
Fundamental and applied researches of socio-economic and demographic development of
Ukraine and its regions, implementation of scientifically grounded forecasts of sociodemographic development,
Research in the field of social transformations of Ukrainian society, socio-demographic
processes including socio-demographic modelling and forecasting.
Formation of conceptual foundations of state socio-economic and demographic policies
aimed at ensuring the priority of human development. Proposals and recommendations to
state and municipal authorities in the field of sustainable business development.
Name
Iryna Teron
Leading research fellow of the Studing Issues of Social Capital
Function
Formation Department
Address
01032, Kyiv, 60 Shevchenko boulevard
Email
irina.teron@gmail.com
Phone number
097 755-2233

University of Economics and Law (KROK)

Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

Founded by
A group of private individuals.
No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
Commercial activity, grants.
finance
Website
http://int.krok.edu.ua
Creation of a flexible innovative educational system for the training of professionals,
personal development, research and consulting in the field of social and labour standards,
The University trains specialists in law, psychology, business economics, accounting and
auditing, finance and credit, marketing, foreign trade, logistics, international economics,
international information, international business, computer science.
Education adequate to the requirements of information society, the needs of the
international and national labour markets, integrated into the world educational space and
oriented on democratic values.
Name
Iryna Petrova
Function
Head of the Chair of Marketing and Behavioural Economics
Address
30-32 Lagernaya street, Kyiv, 03113
Email
petrova@gmail.com
Phone number
095 1759478

Academy of Labour, Social Relations and Tourism

Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Founded by
No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
finance
Website

Federation of Trade Unions of Ukraine
83
Commercial activities, grants
www.socosvita.kiev.ua

Education in the sphere of protection of labour, social and economic rights of trade unions
Training in the sphere protection of labour, socio-economic rights and interests of members
of trade unions, social protection of members of trade unions and their families, legal
protection of members of trade unions;
Improvement of the social partnership system: trade unions, employers and the state
including promotion of cooperation among trade unions and their associations aimed at
strengthening influence on political life and formation of civil society.
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Contact

Name
Function
Address
Email
Phone number

Yaroslav Golovko
Vice Rector for Research and External Relations
3-A Kiltseva Doroga Street, Kyiv
info@socosvita.kiev.ua
(044) 526-24-52

The Scientific Research Institute of Labour and Employment of the Population of the Ministry
of Social Policy of Ukraine and National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine

Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

Founded by
Created in 1997 by the decision of the Government
No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
State budget, commercial activity.
finance
Website
www.ipzn.org.ua
Formation of the main directions for implementation of the state policy in the field of
population employment.
Socio-economic problems of labour efficiency, issues of organization and standardization of
labour, research on employment, unemployment, trends in the development of the national
labour market and migration processes in the country and its regions.
Research in the field of motivation, incentives and wages of employees, analysis of living
standards and incomes of different population groups, social protection.
Name
Function
Address
Email
Phone number

Tatiana Kiryan
Director of the Institute
01030 Kiev, 15-b Ivan Franko Str.
ipzn@ipzn.org.ua
(044) 235-13-62

National University of Life and Environmental Sciences of Ukraine
Founded by
No of staffs
Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

Ministry of Agrarian Policy and Food
3000

Sources of
State budget
finance
Website
http://nubip.edu.ua/
The mission of the University is to: create, systematize, store and spread current scientific
knowledge in order to improve the quality of people's life; train specialists due to European
and world intellectual and personal development.
Formal higher education, lifelong learning, research and innovations, extension service.
To provide new insights to urgent societal challenges, to educate global citizens for
sustainable development, and to reduce the environmental and social footprints of
operations in rural area.
Name
Function
Address
Email
Phone number

Tatyana Kalna-Dubinyuk
Head of Extension Department
15, Heroyiv Oborony, Kyiv
tatiankd@yahoo.com
+380975901183

National Academy of Public Administration under the President of Ukraine
Founded by
Information on
organisation

General

Administration of the President of Ukraine

No of staffs
Sources of
National budget
finance
Website
http://academy.gov.ua
Academy is the main higher educational establishment in the system of training, in-service
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mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

training and advance training of civil servants and local self-government officials in Ukraine.
Preparation of scientific and pedagogical personnel of high qualification; carrying out
research on problems of state personnel policy, public administration and local selfgovernment; providing expert, informational, analytical and methodical consultations on the
theory and practice of public administration and local self-government.
Holding fundamental and empirical research on the challenging issues of public
administration and local self-governance aimed at scientific support of the academic activity
in the field of sustainable development in social sphere.
Name
Inna Suray
Professor of the Department of Public Administration and Public
Function
Service
Address
Email
Phone number

20, Ezhena Pottier st., 03057 Kyiv
Suray.inna@gmail.com
050 3520523

Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv

Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

Founded by
Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine
No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
State budget, grants
finance
Website
www.univ.kiev.ua
University holds distinct research profile, and is the leading contemporary academic and
educational hub of Ukraine in the sphere of social dialogue.
Implementation of scientific activity through conducting scientific research, providing
creative activity in the educational process and training of scientific personnel of higher
qualification.
The University is facing new challenges and responsibilities in Ukraine’s transformation
process such as adoption of personnel management decisions using mathematical
methods and models, organizational and methodological support for the sustainable
development of a personnel strategy.
Name
Tatiana Belarus
Associate Professor of the Management of Innovation and Investment
Function
Activities Department
Address
90-a Vasylkivska Str., Faculty of Economics, Kyiv 03022, Ukraine
Email
t_bilorus@ukr.net
Phone number
+38 050-238-79-90; +38 (044) 257-34-40

Ukrainian Centre of Environmental and Water Protection

Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

Founded by

Academy of Technological Sciences

No of staffs

5

Sources of
EU projects
finance
Website
www.ucewp.kiev.ua
Environmental risk assessment radiation safety environmental and water management
including environmental hydro thermodynamics river and marine computational hydraulics
meteorology.
Radiation safety, environmental and health risk assessment, environmental engineering,
ecology, hydrology, oceanography, meteorology, river and marine hydraulics,
environmental and water management projects.
Developing the modelling tools for the number of the environmental management and
environmental emergency problems, implementing both its own models and the free
distributed models from different sources.
Name
Andriy Demydenko
Function
Head of IWRM Department
Address
42 Prospect Glushkova, Kyiv, 03187, Ukraine
Email
andriydemydenko@gmail.com
Phone number
050 352 9670, 097 057 6776
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Ukrainian Research Institute of Forestry and Agroforestry named after G. Vysotsky
Founded by
Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

State Forest Resources Agency of Ukraine and National Academy of
Sciences of Ukraine.

No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
State budget
finance
Website
www.uriffm.org.ua
Research of the issues of biodiversity of forest species of plants and animals, means of
their preservation and reproduction.
Forest management on zonal-typological basis; development of normative and technical
documentation for forest management in new economic conditions; improvement of
methods and technology of growing high-yielding and stable forest, reclamation plantations
(in particular, on re-cultivated lands).
Monitoring of forest ecosystems, determination of criteria and indicators for sustainable
forest management and certification of forests; modelling of natural and anthropogenic
factors (including global climate change, man-made emissions, and radionuclides) on
growth and productivity of forest ecosystems.
Name
Victor Tkach
Function
Director
Address
86 Pushkinska Str., Kharkiv, 61024
Email
uriffm@uriffm.org.ua
Phone number
704-10-09, 704-10-02

Institute of Energy Saving and Energy Management

Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

Founded by
Government
No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
State budget
finance
Website
http://iee.kpi.ua
Training specialists for electric power and fuel energy complexes, construction of
underground structures and environmental protection.
Students of IEE receive basic training in mathematics, physics, computer science, electrical
engineering, heat engineering, economics, ecology, law, energy conservation, energy
management, management of electrical systems and complexes.
Graduates of the institute work as experts on energy efficiency, consulting and engineering
services, as energy auditors and inspectors in the energy sector and in establishments for
ecological monitoring.
Name
Sergiy Denisuyk
Function
Address
Email
Phone number

Dean
115 Borschagovska Str., building 22, room 506, 03056, Kyiv, Ukraine
iee@iee.kpi.ua
380 204 8308, +380 204 9375

Zhytomyr National Agro Ecological University

Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability

Founded by
Ministry of education and Science of Ukraine
No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
State budget and commercial activities
finance
Website
www.znau.edu.ua/
The University is the only agrarian higher educational institution of ecological bias in
Ukraine and the only University with National status in Zhytomyr oblast. The University is
the basic institution providing the majority of national economy branches in Ukrainian
Polissya with specialists (Zhytomyr, Rivne and Volyn oblasts).
Agronomy, Technology of Animal Produce Production and Processing, Veterinary
Medicine, Agricultural Engineering and Energetics, Ecology and Law, Forestry, Accounting
and Finance, Economics and Management.
The University Organized a net of the research laboratories: of the alternative power
industry; of the micro resonance technologies; of water purification; of radioecology and
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issues

radiobiology; of the assessment of the farm produce quality.
Name
Oleg Skydan
Function
Rector

Contact

Address

Staryi Blvd 7, Zhytomyr

Email
Phone number

skydanolegV@ukr.net
+38(050) 288-01-63

State Organization “Institute for Economics and Forecasting NAS of Ukraine

Information on
organisation

General mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role in
sustainability
issues

Contact

Founded by
The decree of Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine
No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
State budget, commercial activities, grants.
finance
Website
www.ief.org.ua
Coordination and scientific collaboration with other academic institutions of Ukraine on the
economic issues and international scientific cooperation.
Modelling of economic development; economic growth, restructuring and industrial policy;
technological forecasting and innovative policy; economics management; economics and
policy of agrarian transformations;
The Institute and effective use of energy cooperates with German Institute of Economic
Research (Berlin) and with the Institute of Rational Usage of Energy of Stuttgart University
(Germany) on the issues of economic and mathematical modelling of power systems and
effective use of energy.
Name
Olena Borodina
Head of the Department of Economy and Policy of Agrarian
Function
Transformations
Address
26 Panasa Myrnoho St., Kyiv 01001, Ukraine
Email
olena.borodina@gmail.com
Phone number
+38 0503853880

Renewable Energy Institute of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine

Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities

Founded by
National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine
No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
State budget
finance
Website
http://www.ive.org.ua/
Development and coordination of research in the field of renewable energy sources and
ensuring the effective use of their results.
Research of physical and technical bases of processes of transformation and use of solar
energy; scientific bases of conversion and use of wind power; thermos physical bases for
the use of geothermal energy.

(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Providing scientific basis for the transformation and use of green renewable energy;
technologies and systems of integrated use of renewable energy sources.

Contact

Name
Function
Address
Email
Phone number

Stepan Cudrya
Director
20-a Hnat Hotkevich Str., Kiev, 02094
renewable@ukr.net
+38 (044) 206-28-09

State Scientific Institution "Ukrainian Institute of Scientific, Technical Expertise and
Information" (UkrISTEI)
Information
organisation

on

Founded by

Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine

No of staffs

131 staff members (from them 103 have vocational education), cooperation
with more than 6000 experts, more than 485 participants in FB group

Sources
finance
Website

of

State budget
http://www.uintei.kiev.ua
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General mandate

Main areas
activities

of

(Potential) Role in
sustainability
issues
Contact

Development of legal acts projects and scientific and methodological documents on scientific
and technical expertise, scientific and technical information, innovation activity and
technology transfer.
Ukrainian institute of scientific, technical expertise and information established to implement
and to provide scientific maintenance on implementation of state policy in the field of
scientific and technical expertise, scientific and technical information, innovation activity and
technology transfer in the field of sustainable development
Assistance in scientific, technical and innovation development by expert, information and
consulting support; accumulation and dissemination of economic knowledge in the field of
sustainable development.
Name
Volodymyr Kamyshin
Function
Director
Address
03150, Kyiv city , Antonovych str, 180
Email
kvv@ukrintei.ua
+38 (044) 227-24-56,
Phone number
+38 (050) 442-32-95

Institute of Geochemistry, Mineralogy and Ore Formations (IGMOF) National Academy of
Sciences of Ukraine (NASU)
Information on
organisation

Founded by

Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine

No of staffs
Near 100
Sources of finance State budget
Website
http://www1.nas.gov.ua/en/Structure/dg/igmr/..aspx
Definition, on the basis of regional and local factors of physical and chemical processes in the
soil profile, which affect soil erosion.

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues
Contact

Assessment of ecological state of the soil profile (toxic and heavy metals, MPC, coefficient of
biological absorption, presence or absence of geochemical barriers, etc.) in areas of techno
genesis, outline of risk areas, and prediction of remote consequences.
The influence of climate on the distribution in the soil profile of various forms of metals and
trace elements that are necessary for the germination and growth of plants. Geochemical
methods of studying mineral deposits, which are based on moving forms of chemical elements,
can be jointly used to assess the state of soils and minerals.
Name
Ludmila Petrova
Function
Scientific fellow
Address
34, prosp. Palladina, 34, Kiev-142, Ukraine, 03142
Email
troynda775@yandex.ua
+38 097 875 72 44
Phone number

National University of Food Technologies
Information
organisation

on

General mandate

Main areas
activities

of

Founded by

Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine

No of staffs
650
Sources of finance
State budget, commercial activity
Website
http://www.nuft.in.ua/en/about_us
Today NUFT is the only Ukrainian technical university, which trains highly skilled specialists
at Bachelor, Specialist and Master educational qualification levels in 20 specialities and 44
fields of specialisation at Food, Meat and Dairy, Microbiological and Pharmaceutical Industry.
Food, meat and dairy, pharmaceutics and microbiological productions as well as economics
and management are the main subjects in comprehensive University’s curriculum, which
ensures great career opportunities in the future. NUFT holds the status of higher educational
institution of the IV level of accreditation.
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(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues
Contact

Promotion of sustainable production and consumption of food through dissemination of
scientific knowledge and expertise.
Name
Function
Address
Email
Phone number

Igor Yakymenko
Professor of the Dept. Biochemistry and Environmental Control
Volodymyrska 68, Kyiv, 01601 Ukraine
iyakymen@gmail.com
+38 098 0049407

National Aviation University
Information on
organisation

General
mandate

Main areas
activities

of

(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

Founded by

Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine

No of staffs
More than 25 thousand students, about 2.5 thousand teachers and staff
Sources
of Innovative technologies of training, scientific and technical activity,
finance
commercial cooperation with innovative business
Website
http://prof.nau.edu.ua, http://nau.edu.ua/en/
Strengthening the innovative potential and competitiveness of the aviation sector, integrating
into the world and European educational research spaces on innovative principles (Concept of
innovation development of the National Aviation University)
113 educational and professional programs, retraining of personnel, life-long education. The
National Aviation University delegation participates in the Regional Aviation Security
Conference to address common issues through the implementation of the Global Aviation
Security Plan.
Implementation of European Qualifications and Innovative Programs for Wide International
Cooperation for Sustainable Development; development of programs for the introduction of
green economy technologies in the reconstruction of educational facilities and training
enterprises of the university, as well as attracting investments for renewal of regional
subdivisions and research partner companies; updating the laboratory base and the ICT for
the implementation of international standards and European norms for environmental
monitoring and research
Name
Maryna Kozlovska
Leading Specialist in Department for Innovation Project Management in
Function
Education
Address
Ukraine, 3058, Kyiv, Prospect Cosmonaut Komarov, 1, room 415
Email
ecoresearch8@gmail.com
Phone number
+38066 0139868

Technical Committee for Standardization TC 26 "Operation of Aviation Engineering"
Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues
Contact

Founded by

A group of scholars and entrepreneurs

No of staffs
10
Sources of finance
Fund raising, consulting, expert activity, government orders
Website
http://nau.edu.ua/ua/menu/science/tk/tk-26.html
The Technical Committee for Standardization of TK26 "Operation of Aircraft Equipment" was
created by the Order of the State Committee of Ukraine on Standardization, Metrology and
Certification No. 2 dated January 5, 1994; ISO TC20 P-member
The functions of the secretariat of TC are provided by the National Aviation University,
partners - TK20 (electronics), leading universities and enterprises (OJSC Motor Sich)
Implementation of Standards in the Field of Operation of Aviation Equipment; development of
national norms and rules taking into account European regulations and WTO norms; creation
of an on-line platform for the coordination of expert work and training of specialists; creation of
a joint body for the certification of personnel and services with European partners.
Name
Sergiy Yasenko
Function
Deputy Head of TC, Associate Professor. NAU radioelectronics
Address
Ukraine, 3058, Kyiv, Prospect Cosmonaut Komarov, 1
Email
www.infobull@nau.edu.ua
Phone number
+38044 457-70-86
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Technical Committee for Standardization TC121 "Design and ergonomics"
nformation on
organisation

Founded by
No of staffs
Sources
finance

General
mandate

Main areas of
activities

(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues
Contact

Group of civic activists

11
Fund raising consulting, expert activity, government orders, publishing
activities
www.ndi-design.org.ua; http://nau.edu.ua/ua/menu/science/.-tk-121-dizajnWebsite
ta-ergonom.ka.html
TC 121 was created in 1997 by the State Committee of Ukraine for Technical Regulation and
Consumer Policy with the aim of developing, reviewing and agreeing national standards on
design and ergonomics, participation in the work of related TC 121 international and regional
organizations and formation of Ukraine's position regarding the normative design ergonomic
documents. TC 121 consists of 5 subcommittees such as: "Fundamentals of design and
ergonomics"; "Ergonomics of workplaces and working conditions"; "Signals and control in
systems" man-machine "; "Ergonomic and designer work systems"; "Visual Communication
Systems".
TC 121 provides scientific, methodological and advisory assistance to other subjects of
standardization and users of standards, to consumers under conditions that are in line with
them. On request, organizes the implementation of research and development work to identify
the need to develop new requirements for objects of standardization and development of
standardization, organizes and conducts seminars, scientific and practical conferences, etc.,
as well as publishes and distributes its own informational materials and documents related to
its activities in the printed and electronic mass media.
of

Promotion of the application of international standards and norms of the WTO as national
standards of Ukraine, training of personnel and certification.
Name
Function
Address
Email
Phone number

Volodymyr Svirko
Head
Ukraine, 3058, Kiev, pr. Kosmonavta Komarova, 1, building 9
designin@mail.i.com.ua
+38044 457-70-87

3.3 Business representatives
Association of Ukraine’s Employers Organizations
Founded by
Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

24 territorial, 12 sectorial and 3 all-Ukrainian associations of employers'
organizations
-

No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
Membership fees
finance
Website
www.ooru.org.ua
Activities in creation and preservation of workplaces, improvement of the system of training,
retraining and professional development of personnel.
The Association defends the interests and rights of employers in relations with state
authorities and trade unions and acts as a representative from employers in collective
bargaining at the national level.
The Association included in the regulation of social-labour and economic relations, state
employment programs formation and implementation, labour protection, tax and wages
policies formation.
Name
Anatoliy Kinah
Function
Chairman of the Association of Employers' Organizations of Ukraine
Address
01001, Kyiv, 34 Khreshchatyk Str.
Email
ooru@ukr.net
Phone number
044 270-68-35

Association of Sanatoriums and Health Resorts Employers
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Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

Founded by
No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
finance
Website

Group of companies in the health and recreation industry
Membership fees
https://www.facebook.com/pg/sankurort/about/?ref=page_internal

Development and popularization of the resort and recreation industry of Ukraine
Development of sanatorium and resort infrastructure of Ukraine, including conducting
scientific researche in order to increase sanatorium, health and recreation potential.
The main purpose its activity is to protect the rights and legitimate interests of its members
in the economic, legal, social, labour and other spheres of their activities, including in the
relations with other parties to the social dialogue at the national, sectoral and local levels.
Name
Olga Tarasenko
Function
General Director
Address
03150, Kyiv, 95-B Gorkogo Str., Office 16
Email
zdravnica.ukraine@gmail.com
Phone number
067 542 6869

All-Ukrainian Federation of Employers in the Field of Tourism of Ukraine
Founded b
No of staffs
Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

Sources of
finance
Website

Companies from the field of tourism of Ukraine
5
membership fees, fundraising
http://frtu.org.ua

Creation and promotion of national and regional tourist products of Ukraine
Tourism development, rural development, social dialog, public-private partnership.
The Federation improves the quality of communication between the government and civil
society and conducts social dialogue in Ukraine on behalf of the side of employers at the
national, sectoral and regional levels. It improves the quality of the tourism industry, in
particular, and Ukraine's economy as a whole through sustainable development of regions,
including implementation of European standards and improvement of the investment
climate.
Name
Tetiana Tymoshenko
Function
Chairman of the Board
Address
9, Panasa Myrnogo str, Kyiv
Email
t.tymoshenko24@gmail.com
Phone number
+380672327616

The Federation of Employers of Ukraine

Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities

Founded by
14 regional employers' organizations
No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
Membership fees
finance
Website
www.fru.ua
The Federation sets up effective and equal cooperation among the business community,
the government and trade unions aimed to establish best business practices in Ukraine.
Federation represents the most important sectors of the economy such as machine
building, metallurgy, automotive, aerospace and defence industries, agriculture, chemical
industry, IT, media industry, energy, medical and microbiological industry, construction,
transport and infrastructure, retail and logistics, light and food industries, tourism, utilities,
services sector.

(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

The Federation implements their own projects and initiatives promoting ethical and legal
standards of doing business in Ukraine based on international standards.

Contact

Name
Function
Address

Andrei Antonius
Vice-President
1, Michaela Kotsyubynskoho Str. Kyiv, 01030
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Email
Phone number

Antonuk_ac@ukr.net
(044) 428-74-00

Confederation of Employers of Ukraine
Founded by
Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities

Inter-branch organizations representing the interests of all-Ukrainian
sectoral employers' organizations.

No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
Membership fees
finance
Website
http://employers.org.ua
To conduct an effective social dialogue at national level with the Government and trade
unions
The Confederation actively defends the interests of employers in normative work and
conduct legislative activities and protects the interests of employers.

(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Participation in labour legislation and wage system formation. Improvement of occupational
safety and health systems. Stimulating entrepreneurship, creating jobs

Contact

Name
Function
Address
Email
Phone number

Oleksiy Myroshnichenko
Executive Vice President
04080, Kyiv, 31 Turivska Str., of.1
info@employers.org.ua
+380 44 428 75 01

The Ukrainian Association of Young Farmers

Information on
organisation

General
mandate

Main areas of
activities

(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

Founded by
Active young farmers
No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
Membership fees, technical assistance
finance
Website
www.uayf.org
The Association was founded in February 2002 to advance the integration of Ukraine into
the global economic and educational space as well as to establish a partnership between
the European Union and Ukraine in the areas of agricultural education, science, business
and rural development.
Attracting youth to agricultural education institutions, promoting modern views on
agricultural business and an understanding of its long-term benefits; implementing
international programs aimed at improving qualifications of young specialists in the
agricultural sphere, development of human resources for the Ukrainian agro-industrial
complex based on EU standards.
Supporting initiatives of young agribusiness specialists and participating in socio-economic
projects at the national and international levels to assure the sustainable development of
the national agrarian sector as well as the integration of Ukraine into the global economic
space.
Name
Ilyas Akhmetov
Function
Head of International Department
Address
2-a Baseyna St., floor 2, office 1, Zhytomyr, 10014, Ukraine
Email
uayf@uayf.org
Phone number
+38 (097) 297 27 27 +38 (093) 297 85 78

Ukrainian Oil & Gas Association
Founded by
Information on
organisation

No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
finance
Website

WOG, OKKO, Shell, AMIC Ukraine, Socar, KLO, Parallel, Sun Oil
networks of fuel stations, and wholesale suppliers BNK-Ukraine and
Orlen Lietuva representative office

Membership fees
http://oilers.org.ua
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General
mandate

Competent approach to the development of business operations in the oil and gas market.

Main areas of
activities

Development of the energy legislative framework of the country, monitoring and solution of
problematic issues of the energy industry. Introducing the European quality standards of
services on the market and protecting the interests of the Association members...

(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Efficient development of oil and gas industry that contributes to sustainable development of
the country, strengthening its economy and improving the lives of ordinary Ukrainians.

Contact

Name
Function
Address
Email
Phone number

Dmitry Kulik
president
Kiev 64/16 Antonovicha str., Business Centre Kuznetsky, room 312
pr@oilers.org.ua
+380 (44) 237-71-83

Bioenergy Association of Ukraine

Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

Founded by
23 organizations working on the bioenergy market.
No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
Membership fees
finance
Website
http://uabio.org
Creation of a common platform for cooperation on the bioenergy market of Ukraine in order
to provide the most favourable conditions for doing business and accelerate the
development of the bioenergy market and sustainable development of bioenergy as an
industry.
Lobbying the interests of the sector through cooperation with state authorities and
promoting the widespread use of bioenergy capabilities in the energy sector of Ukraine and
establishing cooperation between different stakeholders in the industry.
Increasing of a specific part of bioenergy in the energy balance of Ukraine to the level of
the EU countries and ensure the sustainable development of bioenergy. Creation
(harmonization) of favourable laws, norms and standards in Ukraine, which will correspond
to the best world and EU practices of bioenergy development.
Name
Georgiy Geletukha
Function
Chairman of the Board
Address
2-a Zhelyabova Str., room 116, Kyiv
Email
geletukha@uabio.org
Phone number
+38 044 453 28 56

Association of Water Channels of Ukraine
Founded by
Information on
organisation

General
mandate

Main areas of
activities

Industrial enterprises, institutions, organizations of water supply and
sewage enterprises, scientific research, design, repair-construction and
other enterprises of various forms of ownership

No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
Membership fees, technical assistance
finance
Website
http://ukrvodokanal.in.ua
Coordination and combination of industrial, scientific and other activities for solving the
problems of providing people with high quality drinking water and water for industrial and
economic purposes, drainage, efficient wastewater treatment, improvement of the
ecological status of water resources of the natural environment in Ukraine.
Promotes strengthening of the material, technical and methodological base of the sectoral
laboratory and production control of water quality; services to the Association's members in
the creation of subsidiaries, joint ventures and other enterprises and organizations for the
production of new equipment, measuring instruments and materials.

(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Participation in formation and implementation of public and own programs of water supply
and sanitation development of settlements of Ukraine, the normative base

Contact

Name
Function
Address
Email
Phone number

Dmitry Yuryevich
President
10 Mechanizatoriv Str., Kyiv, Ukraine
ukrvodokanal@ukr.net
(044) 244-00-28
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Association of furniture and woodworking enterprises of Ukraine

Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities

Founded by
40 leading furniture and woodworking enterprises of Ukraine.
No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
Membership fees
finance
Website
https://assomebli.wordpress.com
Development of domestic production and competitiveness of wood products, expansion of
its sales on the domestic and foreign markets.
The association provides an examination of draft laws and regulations concerning the
activities of the industry, conducts a comparative analysis of the legislation of Ukraine and
foreign countries. Cooperates with state authorities, local self-government bodies on issues
of economic development of the enterprises of the Association members and the industry
as a whole.

(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Formation and implementation of the strategy of sustainable development in the furniture
and woodworking industry; resolving issues of stable raw material provision.

Contact

Name
Function
Address
Email
Phone number

Uriy Medvedev
President
37 Machinistiv str, 03067, Kyiv-67
asso.meblidp@gmail.com
(044) 456 65 87;

Association "Ukrainian Aquaculture Community"

Information on
organisation

General mandate

Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role in
sustainability
issues

Contact

Founded by
Enterprises and organizations working in Aquaculture industry
No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
Membership fees
finance
Website
http://www.uas.net.ua
Promoting the efforts of business sector and the state for the further development of
aquaculture in Ukraine.
Breeding affairs in fish culture and taking measures on transparency and improvement of
financing, improvement of the permit system for the export and import of caviar and fish-oil
material at the state level, active cooperation with the central executive, legislative and
local self-government bodies on improving the legislative framework and overcoming
corruption and violating legislation.
Development of methods and requirements for the production of environmentally friendly
(organic products), deepening of international cooperation in the direction of sustainable
development of aquaculture in Ukraine.
Name
Antonina Mruk
Function
President
Address
Ukraine, 03164, Kyiv
Email
info@uas.net.ua
Phone number
+38 (044) 484 04 76

Limited Liability Company "Klever K"
Information on
organisation

General
mandate

Founded by
Private individuals
No of staffs
30
Sources of
Private investments, commercial activity
finance
Website
www.clever-c.com.ua
Conducting research and participating in various programs that promote the development
of innovative areas. Applying the strategy of accelerated development through innovations
that increase efficiency, organizational capabilities and partnerships aimed at developing
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Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

technologies and products that are of great importance to our consumers.
Provision of cleaning services to individuals and legal entities with the help of
environmentally friendly chemical materials. Production and sale of sun protective
structures.
Providing cleaning services using only environmentally friendly chemicals. Installing sun
protective structures, helping customers protect themselves from heat, which saves cost of
electricity (no air conditioner is required), and protects against the bad influence of
ultraviolet radiation on the body.
Name
Vitaliy Voevoda
Function
General director
Address
04073 Kiev street Kirilovskaya 160 of 405
Email
clever_c@ukr.net
Phone number
+38044 498 06 90

Limited Liability Company "Sunline-Automatic"
Founded by
Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities

Private individuals

No of staffs
Sources of
From own profit
finance
Website
www.sunline-a.com
Sale and installation of external sun protection systems, namely a refractory, a marquis and
a parchment. Marketing activity aimed to promote the culture of effective energy
conservation and conservation of the ecological resource.
Sale and installation of safety shutters; sale and installation of internal sunscreen systems;
sale and installation of sectional fences; sale and installation of gates (swinging, sliding,
sectional).

(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Effective energy saving by reducing energy consumption on air conditioning, conservation
of the ecological resource, due to reduced use of air conditioners.

Contact

Name
Function
Address
Email
Phone number

Konstantin Glushechenko
Director
02090, Kyiv, 5 Volodymyr Sosyuri St.
info@sunline-a.com
044-362-41-94; +380507210287

International Chamber of Commerce of Ukraine

Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

Founded by
Entrepreneurs and their associations on a voluntary basis.
No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
Membership fees, commercial activities, technical assistance
finance
Website
www.ucci.org.ua
Creation and support of a favourable environment for conducting business in Ukraine and
strengthening of international business cooperation «Ukraine - World».
The Chamber provides Ukrainian and foreign entrepreneurs with business, legal
information on energy efficiency, organizes seminars, conferences, exhibitions in Ukraine
and abroad, provides business negotiations on economic issues.
The Chambers provide practical help to entrepreneurs in carrying out trade and economic
operations on national and international markets, promote the development of export of
Ukrainian goods and services, for which they provide their members a wide spectrum of
professional services including rational use of natural resources.
Name
Lyubov Nestyrenko
Function
Advisor of President on legal issues
Address
33Velyka Zhytomyrska Str., Kyiv, 01601, Ukraine
Email
nla-law@ucci.org
Phone number
(067) 624-0976

Ukrainian Association of Renewable Energy
Information on

Founded by

Group of companies working in renewable energy sector
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organisation

No of staffs
Annual budget
Non-recurring (entrance) and periodic (membership) fees of the
Association members; Passive income under tax laws; Grants or
subsidies received from state or local budgets, state funds or charitable
aid, including humanitarian or technical, assistance
http://uare.com.ua

Sources of
finance
Website
General
mandate

Organizing informational, methodological assistance for members of the Association.

Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

Implementation of the antimonopoly laws in the sphere of the production of electricity from
renewable (alternative) energy sources. Establishment of mutual trust, reliability, decency
and business partnership relations between producers of electricity and its consumers.
Protection of the rights and interests of energy companies that produce electricity from
renewable (alternative) sources. Promoting of legal framework for the production of
electricity from renewable (alternative) energy sources.
Name
Olena Koltyc
Function
Director of projects
Address
01004, Kyiv, 7b, Antonovycha Str., office 2.
Email
info@uare.com.ua
Phone number
+38 (044) 289 38 83

Private Enterprise «Scientific-Production Association «Agro Research Inform»
Information
organisation

on

General
mandate
Main areas
activities

of

(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues
Contact

Founded by

Group of Entrepreneurs

No of staffs
10
Sources
of
Fund raising, consulting, expert activity
finance
Website
http://maybutneditey.com.ua/nvo-agronaukinform-_-agro-research-inform
Formation of a youth program of the green economy, green energy and sustainable
development for rural areas. Development of programs for the implementation of sectoral
policies and major packages of EU legislation / WTO norms.
Establishment of an eco-labeling cluster (ecocluster) and the Ukrainian Innovation and
Technology Platform "Eco-Energy-Bioeconomy" (UITP Eco - Energy - Bioeconomy)
Implementation of WTO standards and EU regulations for the agrarian sector and balanced
industrial development, in the field of ecological safety and environmental protection;
laboratory studies and measurements of the content of pollutants on objects; Innovative ecomonitoring systems using data from remote research
Name
Humen Vyacheslav
Function
Director
Address
Ukraine, 03049, Kiev, Prospect Povitroflotskiy, 5, of. 39
Email
humenslava@gmail.com
Phone number
+38 0669080888

Ltd. Personnel Certification Body of Ukrainian Association For Quality (PCB UAQ)
Information on
organisation

Founded by

Group of Entrepreneurs

No of staffs
Sources
of
finance

10

Website

Consulting, learning, expert activity
https://www.europages.co.uk/Personnel-Certification-Body-of-UkrainianAssociation-For-Quality/..html, http://uaq-pcb.com/index.php/en/
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General
mandate

Main areas of
activities

Certification / Accreditation of Prior and Experiential Learning Organizations (APEL)
and training staff.
Training, identifying and encouraging young professionals with knowledge and skills to enable
them to promote sustainable development of their countries and enhance the quality of life
(within the framework of the Global Project "Youth creative movement "QUALITY RELAY
RACE"). The head of the organization is a part of the Attestation Commission for accreditation
personnel establishes main rules and organizational principles of activity of the Attestation
Commission for accreditation personnel of National Accreditation Agency of Ukraine (NAAU).

(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

Exchange information from the registries of PCB UAQ (of specialists certified according to
UAQ PCB Schemes; of certified specialists on qualifications according to system UkrSEPRO;
of certified specialists on qualifications according to Harmonized Scheme of the European
Organization for Quality (EOQ); of training organizations, which educational processes,
programs and lecture materials meet the requirements for UAQ PCB qualifications).
Implementation and introduction of new market qualifications for compliance with European
norms for major types of trading activity. Strengthen cooperation with academies and
laboratories in different regions on the priorities of sustainable development.
Name
Yuri Kabakov
Function
Director
Address
Ukraine, 02002 Kyiv, Mykilsko - Slobidska Str. 6d
Email
osp@uaq.org.ua, ykabakov@i.ua
Phone
+380 445 17 59 88; +380 50 3589403
number

3.4 Workers’ representatives
Federation of Trade Unions

Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

Founded by
25 national and 24 regional trade unions
No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
Membership fees
finance
Website
www.fpsu.org.ua
The Federation represents the interests and protects the rights of its member organisations
and coordinates their collective actions.
The Federation promotes unity in the trade union movement, represents and protects
labour and socio-economic rights and interests of trade union members, represents the
interests of its members in their relationship with employers and their organisations.
Significant role in protection of labour, socio-economic rights and interests of trade union
members; social protection of trade union members and their families; legal protection of
trade union members.
Name
Grigoriy Osoviy
Function
Chairman of the Board
Address
01601, Kyiv, 39-41Shota Rustaveli Str.
Email
fpsu @ fpsu.org.ua
Phone number
+38 (044) 2890993

Trade Union of Coal Industry Workers of Ukraine

Information on
organisation

General

Founded by
workers of Coal Industry of Ukraine
No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
Membership fees
finance
Website
http://www.prupu.org
Representation and protection of labour, social and economic rights and interests of
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mandate
Main areas of
activities

members of the Trade Union.
Creating economic, legislative and organizational prerequisites for raising the level of state
budget financing of the industry, ensuring actual wage growth and timely payment for
workers.

(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Improving the state of labour protection and reduce the level of morbidity, preserving and
creating new jobs, providing social security of the members of the Union.

Contact

Name
Function
Address
Email
Phone number

Victor Turmanov
Chairman of the Board
01042, Kyiv, Druzhby Narodov Boulevard, 5, room 526
prupukuiv@ukr.net
(044) 528-90-29

Confederation of Free Trade Unions of Ukraine

Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

Founded by
The workers themselves and for the workers.
No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
Membership fees
finance
Website
www.kvpu.org.ua
Protecting the interests of hired labour, using social leverage and cooperating with other
public and political organizations to achieve their goals.
Signing of collective tripartite agreements with employers and the state on observance of
obligations on working conditions and their payment
Lobbying for the interests of trade unions in state authorities, including Verkhovna Rada of
Ukraine. Trade unions are demanding changes in such fundamental issues as setting the
subsistence minimum, decent income and minimum wages.
Name
Mykhaylo Volynets
Function
Chairman of the Board
Address
65 Velyka Vasilkivska Str., office 3 Kyiv 03150
Email
Mykhailo.volynets@gmail.com
Phone number 

044 287 3338

The Trade union of forestry workers of Ukraine
Founded by
Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities

Workers of enterprises, institutions and organizations, societies,
irrespective of the forms of ownership and types of management,
workers, and students of educational institutions and persons who are
dismissed from work in connection with retirement.

No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
Membership fees
finance
Website
http://ukrproflis.org.ua
Ensuring legal guarantees of trade union and its organizations in the dialogue with
employers and the state authorities.
Representing and protecting the rights and interests of trade union members in their
relations with employers, state and local self-government bodies, law enforcement and
judicial bodies and public organizations.

(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Social and economic protection of union members, and exercising public control over the
conditions of labour protection and the working environment.

Contact

Name
Function
Address
Email
Phone number

Ludmyla Makogonchuk
Senior Specialist on Social and Economic Defence
2 Okipnoy Str., room 1218, Kyiv
info@ukrproflis.org.ua
+38 (044) 568-45-91

Trade Union of Railwaymen and Transport Builders of Ukraine
Information on

Founded by

By workers of railwaymen and transport builders of Ukraine
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organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
Membership fees
finance
Website
www.zalp.org.ua
Representation and protection of labour, social and economic rights and interests of trade
union members.
Legal work in the sphere of labour protection, occupational health, organizational work,
information activities.
Economic protection, social dialogue and social protection of the workers
Name
Function
Address
Email
Phone number

Vadym Bubnyak
Head of the Counci
03049 Kyiv, Povitroflotsky pr-t, 15a,
visnykprof@gmail.com
044 246-31-07

Trade Union of Fisheries Workers of Ukraine

Information on
organisation

Founded by
No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
finance

24 regional trade unions of fisheries workers

Membership fees

www.fpsu.org.ua/pro-fpu/chlenski-organizatsiji/vseukrajinski-galuzeviprofspilki/163-profspilka-pratsivnikiv-ribnogo-gospodarstva-ukrajini
Expressing and representing the interests and protecting the rights of its member
organisations, coordinating their activities in the trade union movement, protecting labour
and the socio-economic rights and interests of trade union members.
Protection of labour, socio-economic rights and interests of trade union members; social
protection of trade union members and their families; legal protection of trade union
members; improvement of the social dialogue with other trade unions, employers, and the
state.
Building and maintaining the equality of rights and opportunities for men and women;
strengthening the trade union as a democratic trade union and widening its international
relations aimed to implement ILO working standards.
Name
Mykhaylo Petrov
Function
Chairman of the Board
Address
2 Independence Square, Kyiv,
Email
port@fpsu.org.ua
Phone number
(044) 278-43-16
Website

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

Trade Union of Workers of Nuclear Power Industry of Ukraine

Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues
Contact

Founded by
Workers of Nuclear Power Industry of Ukraine
No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
Membership fees
finance
Website
http://www.atomprofspilka.info
Realization of practical measures connected with the implementation of the Law of Ukraine
"On Trade Unions and Their Rights and Guarantees of Activity".
The union concludes collective agreements, branch, territorial, and other agreements at the
appropriate levels, exercises control over their implementation, in case of violation of terms
of the collective agreement appeals against unlawful actions or inactivity of public officials
at a court.
The union exercises public control over observance of legislation on labour protection,
creation of safe and harmless working conditions, proper industrial and sanitary conditions
of working people.
Name
Valeriy Matov
Function
Chairman of the Board
Address
01012, Kiev, Independence Square, 2, office 727
Email
epk@union.kiev.ua
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Phone number

(044)279-10-72

3.5 Civil Society Organisations
All-Ukrainian Association of Rural and Village Councils

Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

Founded by
Village councils representing more than 8500 territorial communities
No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
Membership fees, technical assistance
finance
Website
www.vassr.org
Establishment of interaction with public regional and national authorities in the process of
solving local and regional development issues with the aim of harmonizing national,
regional and local interests through consultations, drafting conclusions and proposals for
draft legal acts on these issues.
Unification of efforts of rural councils aimed at protecting the rights and interests of the
respective territorial communities including assistance to local self-government bodies in
implementing their decisions.
The Association is studying and distributing advanced developments in world and domestic
agricultural production in order to implement joint projects, research and scientific
developments in the field of sustainable development of rural areas.
Name
Mykola Fursenko
Function
Chairman
Address
Ukraine, 04053, Kyiv, Artema Str. 73
Email
vassr@vassr.org
Phone number
+38 097 740 23 08; +38 044 585 90 12

Labour Initiatives

Information on
organisation

General
mandate

Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

Founded by
Team of experts in the field of labour rights protection.
No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
Fund raising
finance
Website
www.trudovi.org
Promoting development of the rule of law in Ukraine, raising the level of legal education
and citizenship, implementing human rights and international human rights and
fundamental freedoms, legal education, supporting trade union movement and promoting
the protection of labour rights in Ukraine.
The NGO conducts educational events and campaigns, trainings, conferences, meetings
and seminars on labour and trade union rights. It helps defend the rights on the
international arena and prepare complaints to the International Labour Organization and
the European Court of Human Rights;
The NGO collaborates with state and civic institutions and organizations in order to solve
social problems, including constructive participation of the public in the law making process
on issues related to the protection of workers’ rights and fundamental freedoms.
Name
Olena Mykhalchenko
Function
Expert in legislation
Address
10 Petliuri Str. Kyiv
Email
info@trudovi.org
Phone number
+38-063-363-64-74, +38-066-839-17-75

Think tank of the Ukrainian Agrarian Union
Information on
organisation

Founded by
No of staffs

Experts and scholars working in agrarian sector of Ukraine
30

Sources of
finance

Membership fees, Grants and Fund Raising
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Website
General
mandate
Main areas of
activities

http://www.auu.org.ua/uk/publications/web/66

Assistance for agrarian enterprise modernization and development in different aspects,
assistance for development of agrarian sector infrastructure
Participation in agrarian enterprise modernization and development including maintaining of
corporate social policies and development of territories due to local agrarian leaders

(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Social sustainability through stabilization of local labour markets and local SME
surrounding for big agrarian producers

Contact

Name
Function
Address
Email
Phone number

Larisa Starikova
The Head
01024, Kyiv, vul. Kruglouniversytetska, 22, of.6
ac.agrouu@gmail.com
+38 097 213 91 92

Civic Union “Ukrainian Rural Development Network”

Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

Founded by
10 Public Associations involved in agricultural and rural development
No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
Membership fees, fund raising
finance
Website
www.urdn.org
Vibrant rural areas providing a wide range of employment and income opportunities,
improved quality of life for its citizens and sustainable use and protection of the rich natural
resource base of the country.
To provide a platform for capacity building, mutual learning and the sharing of knowledge
and experience between organisations and administrations involved in the design and
implementation of rural development policies, programs and projects in Ukraine.
To increase the awareness and involvement of stakeholders in the design and
implementation of rural development policies, programs and projects at national, regional
and local levels based on sustainability principles.
Name
Olena Borodina
Function
Head of Coordination Council
Address
01011, Ukraine, Kyiv, Panasa Myrnoho str., 26
Email
olena.borodina@gmail.com
Phone number
+38 (044) 254-39-66

First All-Ukrainian Agricultural Advisory Service
Founded by
Information on
organisation

No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
finance

Ukrainian citizens who are professionally engaged in agricultural
advisory activities, work in the agrarian sector and have certificates of
agricultural advisers.
15
Membership fees, fund raising

http://www.dorada.org.ua/doradchi-sluzhbi-ukrajini/advisory-services-inregions/pivnich/kiivska-oblast.html
Public activity aimed at satisfying and protecting the legitimate social, economic, creative,
cultural, and agricultural and other common interests of its members.
Assistance in the establishment, functioning, development and coordination of the network
of advisory services in Ukraine as a whole, including educational and legislative activities in
close cooperation with international advisory services for the agrarian sector.
Dissemination of European social standards and modernization of the Employment Fund's
training programs in the context of the development of trade on the basis of sustainable
development. Active participation in advancing the initiative to set up an Advisory and
Expert Groups of sustainable development in accordance with the requirements of Chapter
13 of the EU-Ukraine AA.
Website

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities

(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues
Contact

Name

Leonid Shmorgun
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Function
Address
Email
Phone number

Chairman of the Board
01601 Kiev street. Esplanade 4-6, of 113
19shmorgun51@gmail.com
+38 067 95 08 255

School of Equal Opportunities

Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

Founded by

Group of civic activists

No of staffs

3

Sources of
Fund raising
finance
Website
http://www.gender-ua.org
Promotion of gender equality in society, fighting against discrimination and violence.
Contributing to overcoming the trafficking of children and eliminating the worst forms of
child labour.
Overcoming various forms of discrimination, violence, in particular with regard to children,
child labour and the slave trade. Education and conducting trainings such as Community
development projects.
Formation of a safe environment for the development and safe behaviour of children and
young people including violence prevention. Promoting equal opportunities for people with
special needs.
Name
Andrei Yaskevych
Function
Project manager, coach
Address
Ukraine, 03141, Kyiv St. Volgogradska, 23, App. 32
Email
yaskevych@ukr.net
Phone number
(099) 60-55-844

International Centre for the Development of Smart Society

Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

Founded by

Group of civic activists

No of staffs

3

Sources of
Fund raising
finance
Website
https://www.facebook.com/ngo.icdss
Implementing the foundations of smart society and smart economy in the context of
sustainable development, dissemination of democratic values, education of young people
and the observance of gender equality. Comprehensive support of social, women's and
rural entrepreneurship.
Theoretical and practical support of entrepreneurial activity among all segments of the
population (including women, youth, rural residents and other vulnerable groups of the
population).
Educational activities in the concept of sustainable and prudent development.
Implementation of initiatives aimed at supporting socio-economic and democratic reforms in
Ukraine, involving the society in these transformations.
Name
Olga Yatsenko
Function
Head of the Council
Address
Kyiv, 4 Zhelyabova str.
Email
yacenko_olga@ukr.net
Phone number
+380679529916

DOCCU – Development of Citizenship Competences in Ukraine

Information on
organisation

General
mandate

Founded by
Team of activists
No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation
finance
Website
http://doccu.in.ua
Support of civil society sustainable development through dissemination of knowledge about
education for democratic citizenship and human rights education.
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Main areas of
activities

Strengthening of local communities through support of democratic educational institutions.
Implementation of the principles of "good governance" through dissemination of knowledge
about civic competences among public officials through an introduction of an appropriate
training course in educational programs.

(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Creating of an environment in which the rule of law and human rights, gender equality,
balanced distribution of powers and economic stability are priorities.

Contact

Name
Function
Address
Email
Phone number

Juliya Molchanova
Education project manager
Office 503, 77, Sichovykh Stril’tsiv st., 04053, Kyiv, Ukraine
j-molchanova @ukr.net
+38 067 966 7416

Civic Union “Aarhus Innovation Network of Ukraine’s Territorial Communities and Kyiv city”

Information on
organisation

General
mandate

Main areas of
activities

(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

Founded by

Group of experts in sustainable development including social
assistance and promotion of the "green" economy from such NGO’s,
which muchually implement the Joint project “Sustainable Development
Cluster”

No of staffs

7 major, more than 50 in the direction of the Committees

Sources of
voluntary donations, irrevocable financial assistance, membership fees
finance
Website
http://humanrightsinukraine.org.ua/
Strategic analysis of state and regional ecological and social politics. Development and
provision of proposals for the reform of economic policy (environmental impact analysis,
proposals for sustainable development norms for economic development). Creating a
communication platform for interaction among authorities, academics, experts and the
public, in the areas of sustainable development, green economy and energy efficiency
Supporting of an ecological communication platform, presented in the format of general
national forums and monitoring of initiatives on the implementation of environmental and
labor standards in the Kyiv region in the processes of decentralization, as well as crossborder and international cooperation; adaptation to climate change and cooperation for
researches and implementation on the UN Sustainable Development Goals.
Initiation and provision of processes for the formation of regional centres in all regions of
Ukraine and in Kyiv regarding concerted actions in the implementation of measures to
protect the rights, freedoms, social, economic, environmental, good government, sectoral
politicies, gender rights, communication and other interests of members of the union.
Ostapenko Aleksey
Name
Function
Address
Email
Phone number

Co-founder and Secretary of the Public Union
44 Prospect Heroes of Stalingrad, f. 58, Kyiv, 04213
ainutck@openmailbox.org, ITgroupUA@hotmail.com
+38 066 97 63 937

All-Ukrainian public organization National Ecological Centre of Ukraine
Founded by
Information on
organisation

General
mandate

Ukrainian citizens, scholars, public and political activists as a
professional advisory centre.

No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
Membership fees, fund raising.
finance
Website
http://necu.org.ua
Preserving the environment, guarding citizens' rights to a safe environment, promoting the
introduction of environmentally friendly technologies, and developing a civil democratic
society.
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Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

Protecting natural areas, biodiversity, solving problems caused by global climate change,
human economic activity (especially in the energy sector), development of renewable
energy sources, and raising awareness of the general public on environmental problems.
Facilitating the transition of Ukraine to the path of low carbon sustainable development,
implementation of decisions of the 70-th session of the United Nations on the goals of
sustainable development.
Name
Georgy Veremiychyk
Function
Chairman of the Audit Commission
Address
4 Vatslev Havel Boulevard, Kyiv
Email
veremiychyk@gmail.com
Phone number
+38 0504417441

All-Ukrainian Consumer Federation «PULSE»

Information on
organisation

Founded by
No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
finance

Leaders and activists of consumer organizations

Membership fees, grants, fund raising

https://www.consumersinternational.org/members/members/allukrainian-consumers-federation-pulse
Protecting consumers' legitimate rights, improvement the current legislation in this area,
promoting the interests of the consumer community, equal access of consumers to clean
and environmentally friendly services.
Promoting the development of an information field for consumers, organizing systematic
consumer education for children and young people, legal education for a wide range of
citizens.
Creating social promotion and advertising in the interests of consumers and wider public,
strengthening the capacity of consumer associations in the field of wise and reasonable
consumption.
Name
Natalia Borodachova
Function
Vice president on International cooperation affairs
Address
Kiev, 156. Kioto, 19
Email
ucf_puls@ukr.net
Phone number
+38 097 357 4854
Website

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

International Charitable Organisation: Information Centre “Green Dossier”

Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

Founded by
Group of experts
No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
Fund raising, technical assistance, grants
finance
Website
www.dossier.org.ua
Promotion of a dialogue among other environmental Ukrainian NGOs, business companies,
governmental institutions and mass media as a link for creative cooperation for positive
changes.
Building of sustainable communities by providing environmental and social information,
which help to improve places where people live and work. Green Dossier helps in revival of
cultural traditions, arts and environmentally friendly businesses, which is directly connected
with nature conservation.
Integration of the principles of sustainable development in the society, public policies and
governmental programmes by providing objective environmental and social information
through mass-media, local communities, authorities, businesses.
Name
Tamara Malkova
Function
Project Manager
Address
Kiev, Ukraine
Email
greendossier@gmail.com
Phone number
+380 44 222 7762

Think-tank: Resource and Analysis Centre “Society and Environment”
Information on

Founded by

Team of experts
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organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
Fund raising
finance
Website
http://www.rac.org.ua
Analysis for meaningful changes in society, focusing on environmental policy and law
research, capacity building and implementation of innovative initiatives in Ukraine.
European Integration Processes; Human Rights and Environment; Social and Labour
Challenges.
Capacity-building of environmental NGOs as an important requisite for building civil society
through enabling NGOs to pursue their missions. Providing them with relevant information,
skills and knowledge.
Name
Nataliya Andrusevych
Function
CEO
Address
st. Ac. Sakharov, 42, com. 509, 79012 Lviv Ukraine
Email
office@rac.org.ua
Phone number
+ 380 (32) 242 22 84

All-Ukrainian Ecological League

Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

Founded by
Group of experts and activists
No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
Fund raising, grants
finance
Website
http://www.ecoleague.net
Improvement of the ecological situation in Ukraine, formation of balanced development,
raising the level of ecological education and the culture of citizens aimed at increasing
public participation in the formation and implementation of state environmental policy.
Organization of public ecological control over observance of environmental legislation;
termination of business activities that threaten ecological safety, biodiversity, health of
citizens of Ukraine; broadening public participation in the formation and implementation of
state environmental policy and strategic planning
Formation of ecological consciousness through promotion of knowledge about the
environment protection, raising the level of environmental education and culture of citizens,
participation in drafting of Ukraine’s Sustainable Development Strategy-2030.
Name
Tetyana Tymochko
Function
CEO
Address
30 Saksaganskogo Str., office 33, Kyiv 01033
Email
vel@ecoleague.net
Phone number
044 251 13 32

Centre for Innovation Development

Information on
organisation

No of staffs

15

Sources of
finance

grants, donations

http://www.ukma.edu.ua/eng/index.php/research/centres/center-forinnovations-development
Expert and coordinating centre for sustainable innovation development in Ukraine.
Promotion of sustainable development of society through democratic transformations of the
environment.
Participation in the creation and coordination of public platforms for sustainable innovation
development. Support for the initiative group for the development of education and projects.
Development of framework of the sustainable innovation digital development with
cooperation with the Government and international donor organizations. (Digital agenda, Edemocracy concept, ERA roadmap, R&I Strategies, Sustainable development strategy)
Development of regional cooperation pilot projects (Kyiv, Mykolaiv) and other local
governments regarding the implementation of innovations; participatory budget promoting.
Environmental monitoring (jointly with Environmental Studies Department of NaUKMA,
National Academy of Sciences).
Name
Volodymyr Nochvai
Function
Head of Eco Lab 3-E
Website

General
mandate

Main areas of
activities

(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues
Contact
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Address
Email
Phone number

8/5, Voloska Street, builing 5, office 206-207
Kyiv, Ukraine, 04070
nochvai@gmail.com
+38 066 7588457, +38 044 383 25 24

Food Safety of Ukraine

Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

Founded by

Group of experts

No of staffs

5

Sources of
Membership fees
finance
Website
https://www.facebook.com/ukraineprodbez
A public organization is set up to monitor the safety of food products. Training in pest
control and fumigation.
The introduction of sustainable development technologies including social work, education
and training and community development
Introduction of modern systems of safety and quality of food products, in particular,
HACCP. Develop training programs in the field of sustainable development.
Name
Function
Address
Email
Phone number

Yaryna Lazar
Expert
lzr_pr@ukr.net
(050) 875-37-57

International Non-Government Organisation - Primavera
Founded by
Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

No of staffs

Different international organizations and projects
3 persons as a permanent staff and more than 30 international and
local professionals on land, water and rural development issues

Sources of
FAO, Matra program of the Dutch Embassy
finance
Website
https://www.facebook.com/primaveramatra/
Sustainable nature resources management for agriculture and rural development. Its aim
is knowledge dissemination, joining efforts and coordination of activities on participatory
integrated land and water management for sustainable rural development in Ukraine.
Organization and implementation of local pilot projects on integrated land- and water
management for sustainable rural development with strong nature protection and
stakeholder’s involvement components.
Formulation and implementation of the integrated projects on environment protection,
sustainable land and water management for rural development on the principles of Good
governance
Name
Olga Zhovtonog
Function
Director
Address
10,a. 73 Ivana Kudri Str Kyiv
Email
Olgazhovtonog10@gmail.com
Phone number
+380503570065

The Resource Efficient and Cleaner Production Centre RECP
Founded by
Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities

Kyiv Polytechnic Institute, Scientific Park "Kyiv Polytecnica" and
Ukrainian League of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs.

No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
The project is funded by UNIDO, the Swiss Confederation and the
finance
Republic of Austria.
Website
http://recpc.kpi.ua
To use methods, techniques and systems of resource efficient and cleaner production
aimed at avoiding contamination of the environment by reducing of use of resources and
raw materials as possible.
Efficient use of natural resources, including material resources, water and energy.
Minimizing waste and emissions, including water, air or soil; Reducing risks to humans and
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(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

the environment from chemicals use and disposal of chemicals used in industry.
Implementing cleaner production system in industrial processes and functions aimed to
reducing an amount of waste and environmental pollution and also to maintain and / or
generate additional revenue for the company by saving resources.
Name
Igor Shylovych
Function
Director
Address
Building 6, office 1 37 Peremogy Ave. Kyiv, 03056, Ukraine
Email
info@recpc.org
Phone number
+380 44 227 83 78

The Club of Economists
Founded by
Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

Teachers of the Kyiv National Economic University and representatives
of scientific and business circles

No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
Membership fee, grants, consulting contracts
finance
Website
www.economists.org.ua
Economics and management, banking, strategic management, project management, public
finance, regional development, innovation and investment, industry analyses.
Analysis of actual problems of the national economy and society; generation and
development of new ideas, initiatives and projects aimed to stimulate economic and social
development of Ukraine creating conditions and opportunities for attracting professionals in
the process of sustainable development of the country.
Creation of a civilized business environment, and the promotion of green economy in
Ukraine. Members of the Club participate as experts in the formation of the Concept for the
development of e-democracy in Ukraine, which is being developed by the Coalition of
NGOs, associations, state institutions, foundations and research structures.
Name
NataliiaHarashchenko
Function
President
Address
13/2 Yaroslaviv val , Kyiv
Email
president@economists.org.ua, club@economists.org.ua
Phone number
+38067 4420402

Ukrainian Academy of Science

Information on
organisation

General
mandate

Main areas of
activities

(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

Founded by
Scientists and producers of various branches of the national economy.
No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
Membership fees, fund raising
finance
Website
http://www.uan.ua
Promoting the use of the scientific achievements in the interests of socio-economic
development of Ukraine, development and reproduction of the intellectual potential of
society.
Assisting enterprises in the creation and implementation of the latest clean technologies
and scientific and technical developments; assistance in the creation of a competitive
national production infrastructure on a new technical and technological basis; prevention of
the outflow of intellectual potential beyond Ukraine; representation of interests and
protection of the rights of its members and employees of its institutions.
Establishment of enterprises, research and production centres, educational institutions in
the priority areas for the creation of scientific technologies that determine the modern
technical level of green production, the high quality and competitiveness of green goods
and services.
Name
Alexey Onipko
Function
President
Address
03142, Kyiv-142, 13 Semashka Str.
Email
uaninfo@ukr.net
Phone number
+38 044 424-51-81, 424-65-99

International Centre for the Development of Smart Society
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Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

Founded by

Group of civic activists

No of staffs

3

Sources of
Fund raising
finance
Website
https://www.facebook.com/ngo.icdss
Implementing the foundations of smart society and green economy in the context of
sustainable development, dissemination of democratic values, education of young people
and the observance of gender equality. Comprehensive support of social, women's and
rural entrepreneurship.
Theoretical and practical support of entrepreneurial activity among all segments of the
population (including women, youth, rural residents and other vulnerable groups of the
population).
Educational activities in the concept of sustainable and prudent development.
Implementation of initiatives aimed at supporting socio-economic and democratic reforms in
Ukraine, involving the society in these transformations.
Name
Olga Yatsenko
Function
Head of the Council
Address
Kyiv, 4 Zhelyabova str.
Email
yacenko_olga@ukr.net
Phone number
+380679529916

Knowledge Platform - Agrarian Development and Rural Innovations
Founded by
Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

Group of researchers, public and civil activists working in the sphere of
agricultural and rural development

No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
Membership fees, technical assistance
finance
Website
www.arci.org.ua
Dissemination of knowledge gained on the basis of scientific and applied developments,
adapted to the domestic conditions, introducing best models of world science and practice
aimed to promote sustainable economic development of rural areas.
Promoting a creative economy in rural communities, including effective agricultural
production; methodical provision of rural development processes and creation of a system
for the dissemination of institutional, technological and social innovations in rural areas.
Promoting research in the field of sustainable development of rural areas and communities
through the harmonization of existing socio-economic activities, as well as providing
scientific support to appropriate initiatives and projects.
Name
Sergiy Kyryzuk
Function
Executive Director
Address
01011, Kyiv, 26 Panasa Myrnogo
Email
arci.ua@ukr.net
Phone number
(044) 254 2356

Think-tank “DiXi Group”

Information on
organisation

General
mandate
Main areas of
activities

Founded by
Group of experts
No of staffs
Annual budget
Sources of
Fund raising, technical assistance, grants
finance
Website
www.dixigroup.org
DiXi Group works both with specific amendments to the legislation that need to be
introduced in order to improve the sector's performance, and with more general topics such
as Ukraine-EU-Russia relations in energy sphere and regional energy policy.
The projects regularly involve leading experts from research and development institutions
as well as think tanks from Great Britain, France, Germany, the Czech Republic, and
Poland. At the same time, the international dimension of DiXi Group's activities is currently
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limited to participation in events (conferences, workshops).
Provides weekly analytical reviews of developments in the energy sector at an international
level and in Ukraine (starting from 2011), as well as subject-specific materials (e.g. safety
of shale gas extraction, information about the ЕІТІ, Roadmap to Energy Security in Ukraine;
starting from 2010)
Name
Olena Pavlenko
Function
President
Address
18a Instytutska Str., office 3 Kyiv, 01021, Ukraine
Email
olepav@dixigroup.org
Phone number
+38 066 723 9410

(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues

Contact

Charity Fund «Future of the children is our common goal» (CF FCCG)
Information
organisation

on

Founded by

No of staffs
15
Sources
of
Fund raising
finance
Website
http://maybutneditey.com.ua/istoriya-ta-zavdannya-fondu/
Formation of a youth program of the green economy, green energy and sustainable
development for rural areas
Introduction of innovative technologies, promotion of international TSD for Ukraine, attraction
of investments for improvement of working conditions in rural areas, especially when working
or storing hazardous substances.
Development and strengthening of existing / establishing new partnerships with
organizations and projects of various EU member states for young people, initiating
compliance with the rules of the TSD in establishing economic relations with different
countries of the world.
Name
Anna Ostapenko
Function
Project manager, coach
Ukraine, 07840, Kyiv region, Borodyanka district, p. Pylypovychi st.
Address
Shevchenko, 133
Email
majbutneditey@gmail.com
Phone number
+38 095 748 53 46

General mandate
Main areas
activities

Group of civic activists

of

(Potential) Role in
sustainability
issues
Contact

NGO «Agro-ecological certification of Kyiv region» (NGO «AECK»)
Information
organisation

on

Founded by
No of staffs
Sources
finance

Group of civic activists
12
of

Fund raising

http://maybutneditey.com.ua/ngo-agro-ecological-certification-of-kyivregion/
Development of approaches and implementation of ecosystem management in Ukraine
Participation in programs oaimed at development of biological and food safety of Ukraine,
establishment of cooperation with cluster initiatives for the development of environmentally
friendly food products.
Implementation of the Strategic Environmental Assessment and Environmental Impact
Assessment in various sectors of the economy
Name
Sergiy Shcherbyna
Function
Project coordinator
Ukraine, 07840, Kyiv region, Borodyanka district, p. Pylypovychi st.
Address
Shevchenko, 133
Email
svshcherbyna@i.ua
Phone number
+38 050 997-6795
Website

General mandate
Main
areas
activities

of

(Potential) Role in
sustainability issues
Contact

Medical Clinics Association of European Service in Ukraine (NGO)
Information on
organisation

Founded by

Group of experts in Medicine

No of staffs

2- management and administration, 20 – experts involved in projects on the
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General
mandate

Main areas of
activities
(Potential) Role
in sustainability
issues
Contact

temporarly contract basis
Sources
of
Membership fees, grants, consulting contracts
finance
Website
https://www.euromedicine.com.ua, https://www.facebook.com/eurokliniks/
Medical Clinics Association of European Service in Ukraine - joining efforts by the members to
create optimal conditions for the sake of full development, the best implementation of the
creative potential and social and legal protection for the medical clinics in Ukraine that are
eager to provide high quality medical services for the population of Ukraine and foreign
citizens; Journal «Euromedicine» publisher.
Representation of the Association members’ interests at the international level in medical
service provision; Cooperation with the government authorities as for the matters of the legal
regulation of the general framework in medical service functioning.
Taking measures to promote business reputation of the medical clinics in Ukraine at the
international standards level, in particular, building strong collaborative relationship with the
foreign medical clinics, public associations and healthcare facilities.
Name
Ivan Tsanko
Function
President (PHD, MD)
Address
Sichovuh Strilciv 52 D, Kyiv
Email
Ivan.tsanko83@gmail.com, as.euroklinik@gmail.com
Phone number
+380979004417
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Amendment 1
Systematization of International Labour Organization labour standards and norms for human rights at work
Title of policy (strategies) / reform (date
or year)

Ukraine is a member of ILO since
12.05.1954 and ratified over 60 ILO
conventions.
At
the
time
of
independence, Ukraine has been elected
to the Governing Council - for the period
1996-99 and 1999-2002 biennium. ILO's
Decent Work Agenda has been a key
element of government social policy
action programs of many organizations,
trade unions and employers covered the
main areas of the labour market,
including employment, eradicating child
labour and human trafficking, reform of
labour legislation and social security,
HIV/AIDS in the workplace, strengthening
the culture of preventive health, the
promotion of fundamental principles and
rights at work. In June 2012 the Ministry
of Labour and Social Policy of Ukraine
and the International Labour Organization
signed new Decent work program in
Ukraine for 2012-2015. The main
objective of this program is to promote
decent work as a factor of productivity
and as a key element of social and labour
branch of Ukraine. The program defines
the main objectives and expected results
of joint activities implemented jointly with
the ILO tripartite partners of Ukraine.

Evaluation in how far requirements for sustainability, environment
or labour standards are applied or missing

Potential effect of business (eg restrictions
of use of resources on productivity).

The Law of Ukraine "On Social Dialogue in Ukraine" (Date of entry
into force: January 18, 2011) determines the legal principles of
organizing and the procedure for holding social dialogue in
Ukraine with the purpose of developing and implementing the
state social and economic policy, regulating labour, social and
economic relations, and ensuring improvement of the living
standard and the quality of life, as well as social stability in the
society (http://zakon0.rada.gov.ua/laws/anot/en/2862-17).

The following problems, necessary for
labour development for trade and
sustainable development, were diagnosed.

According to Article 1 of the Law, social dialogue is a process of
determining standpoints and achieving rapprochement, attaining
common ground and making accorded decisions by the parties of
the social dialogue that represent the interests of employees,
employers and the bodies of executive power and local selfgovernment bodies, in the issues of creating and implementing
the state social and economic policy, and regulating labour, social
and economic relations.
According to Article 2 of this Law, the Ukrainian legislation on
social dialogue is based on the Constitution of Ukraine and
consists of the laws of Ukraine "On Trade Unions, Their Rights
and Guarantees of Activities", "On Employers' Organizations", "On
Collective Contracts and Agreements", "On the Procedure for
Resolution" collective labour disputes (conflicts) ", this Law, labour
law,
other
normative
legal
acts
(http://zakon0.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2862-17).Article 4 of the
Law establishes that social dialogue is conducted on the national,
industrial, territorial and local (enterprise, institution, organization)
level on a trilateral or bilateral basis. To participate in collective
negotiations on conclusion of collective agreements, in trilateral or
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Problem of qualification mismatch
The system of training of labour resources
in Ukraine in its main aspects is still
focused on the needs of the planned
economy. In this context, the so-called
"state training order", which in the past was
usually aimed at satisfying the needs of
industry, plays the main role in improving
the skills of personnel. Under the current
conditions, the absence of links between
educational institutions and labour market
institutions creates a situation where less
than 40 percent of graduates of higher
education establishments find work in the
field
of
knowledge
they
studied
(http://www.dut.edu.ua/uploads/l_673_6908
8041.pdf).
Professional gender segregation remains
essential. Another indication of the noncompliance of qualifications with the needs
of the labour market may be the low
demand for highly skilled workers in
Ukraine (almost 40 percent of workers are
employed in workplaces with predominantly
manual labour). At the same time, only 30

1

During the past years in Ukraine about 8
projects were conducted by the ILO in
cooperation with UNDP, 2 projects in
cooperation with UN Programme on
HIV/AIDS and 1 project in cooperation
with
the
IOM.
Since
gaining
independence Ukraine implemented more
than 30 projects and programs of the ILO.
Currently, the Decent Work Country
Programme for Ukraine covers about 7
projects totaling about $ 10 millions
{Permanent Mission of Ukraine to the
UNO Branch and other International
Organizations
in
Geneva
http://geneva.mfa.gov.ua/ua/ukraineio/labour}. In 1997, the ILO, with financial
support from the UN Population Fund,
issued a publication entitled International
Migration Statistics: Guidelines for
Improving Data Collection Systems. It
contained sample migration modules for
the countries of destination and countries
of origin as well as modules for obtaining
information
on
remittances
from
household members and returning
migrant
workers.
The
technical
cooperation project, which began on
March 1, 2011 in Ukraine and Moldova,
played a leading role in providing these
countries with support in the development
and effective implementation of migration
policies and programs based on
observance
of
human
rights
in
accordance with international labour
standards of the International Labour
Organization (ILO) and principles and
recommendations of the ILO Multilateral
Agreement on Labour Migration. The

bilateral bodies and in international events, the membership of the
trade union party and the employer party is determined based on
the representativeness criteria. According to Article 7 of the Law,
evaluation of whether trade unions and their associations, or
employer organizations and their associations satisfy the
representativeness criteria is conducted: on the national and
industrial level – by the National Service of Mediation and
Reconciliation; on the territorial level – by appropriate
departments of the National Service of Mediation and
Reconciliation. Article 8 of the Law envisages that social dialogue
is conducted between the parties of social dialogue in the
following forms:





exchange of information;
consultation;
reconciliatory procedures;
collective negotiations on
agreements.

conclusion

of

collective

According to Article 9 of the Law, the National Trilateral SocioEconomic Council and territorial trilateral socio-economic councils
are created to conduct social dialogue on the national and
territorial levels, consisting of equal numbers of representatives of
the social dialogue parties on the appropriate level. According to
Article 11 of the Law, the National Trilateral Socio-Economic
Council is a permanent body created by the President of Ukraine
to conduct social dialogue. To conduct social dialogue on the
industrial level, industrial (inter-industrial) trilateral or bilateral
socio-economic councils consisting of equal numbers of
representatives of the social dialogue parties can be created on
the industrial level. Article 19 of the Law establishes that the
implementation of the decisions made and agreements reached is
controlled directly by the parties of the social dialogue.
As a legal basis, as well as in support of the implementation of
this law as of the current period, 79 normative legal acts of
Ukraine
were
indicated.
(http://zakon0.rada.gov.ua/laws/main/l341530).
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percent of the persons who passed the
advanced training were workers. These
factors lead to the conclusion that
enterprises do not trust the existing system
of education and training and are not
interested in using its services for the
purpose of professional development. At
the same time, the country is undergoing a
process of political reform and economic
reorientation. In order to strengthen the
sustainable integration of the unemployed
into the labour market in the medium to
long term, it is necessary to develop and
implement active strategic measures and
programs in the labour market. Such
programs, on the one hand, can provide
opportunities for temporary employment,
and on the other hand, eliminate the
shortage of skilled personnel for the longterm integration into the labour market.
However, neither the existing system for
informing the labour market nor the current
mechanism for the functioning of the State
Employment Service can sufficiently
support the orientation of demand and the
proper targeting of such active programs in
the labour market. Creation of a system for
early warning of crisis processes in the
economy on the basis of monitoring,
forecasting and recognition of negative
trends would determine the priority
directions of economic development and
train specialists to simulate the situation on
the labour market and improve the
efficiency of state employment policy
(frupek.org.ua/wpcontent/uploads/2016/04/ПРОГРАМАГІДНОЇ-ПРАЦІ.doc).

2

project, which lasted two and a half years,
was implemented by the ILO with
Moldovan and Ukrainian partners, the
International Organization for Migration
and the World Bank. Development of the
labour migration survey program took
account of labour migration observation
peculiarities, particularly their irregular
character and different duration, which
dictated the need for distinguishing
between several respondent groups. •
Returned migrant workers to Ukraine are
household members aged 15–70 who
returned to Ukraine within the specified
reference period after having worked
abroad or having searched a job abroad.
• Short-term migrant workers are defined
as household members aged 15–70 who
were absent from their household for less
than a year at least once during the
specified observation period (with likely
return during the next 12 months) due to
working or searching a job abroad (e.g.
persons with seasonal or temporary jobs,
etc.). Based on the survey results, this
category does not include frontier
commuting migrants and persons working
and receiving wages in Ukraine and
making trips abroad for business reasons
(e.g. workers of international transport
companies, persons on missions, and so
forth). 13 Methodological Basics of the
Labour Migration Survey • Emigrant
workers are household members aged
15–70 who were working abroad or
searching for a job and were absent from
their household for 12 months or longer
during the specified observation period

An important place in this list is the following documents, such as
a number of Presidential Decrees on the announcement of a
competition for occupying vacant positions of the heads of district
state administrations; a number of decrees of the Cabinet of
Ministers of Ukraine on the announcement of a competition for the
vacant post of the Secretary of State (for various central
government bodies of Ukraine); as well as industry tripartite
agreements, among which the following may be listed:
Sectoral Agreement between the Ministry of Health of Ukraine, the
Association of Employers of Medical and Microbiological
Industries of Ukraine and the Central Council of Trade Unions of
Chemical and Petrochemical Industries of Ukraine for 2017-2020
from 11.08.2017;
Branch Agreement between the Ministry of Regional
Development, Construction and Housing and Communal Services
of Ukraine, the Association of Employers' Organizations "AllUkrainian Confederation of Employers of the Housing and
Communal Services of Ukraine" and the Central Committee of the
Union of Housing and Communal Services Workers, Local
Industry, Consumer Services of Ukraine for 2017 - 2018 from
10/01/2017;
Sectoral agreement between the Ministry of Education and
Science of Ukraine and the Central Committee of the Union of
Workers of Education and Science of Ukraine for 2016 - 2020
from 15.12.2016;
Regarding the scope of the General Agreement (Letter of the
Ministry of Economic Affairs and Trade of Ukraine dated
21.11.2016 No. 415/0 / 15-16 / 18);
On Approval of Typical Requirements for Persons Implicating for
the Positions of the Civil Service Category A (Resolution of the
Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine; Requirements dated July 22,
2016, No. 448);
Sectoral agreement in the field of technical regulation between
the Ministry of Economic Development and Trade of Ukraine and
the Union of Machine Builders and Instrument Builders of Ukraine
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The National Institute for Strategic Studies
together
with
the
United
Nations
Development Program in Ukraine and the
M.V.Ptuhi’ Institute of Demography and
Social Studies of the National Academy of
Sciences of Ukraine held an expert meeting
within the framework of the National
Consultations "Development Priorities after
2015" The Future We Tried. "National
consultations are a logical continuation of
the process launched at the World
Conference "Rio + 20" and aimed at
defining
global priorities for world
development, in which UN agencies in
Ukraine, together with the Government of
Ukraine, have undertaken activities to
prepare the Agenda for the post-2015
period. Representatives of international
organizations, state authorities, leading
scientists, experts of analytical institutions
and
other
experts
on
sustainable
development, promotion of human rights,
overcoming of inequality and realization of
the Millennium Goals in Ukraine took part in
expert events. The following priorities were
identified:
the issue of combating tuberculosis, the
level of morbidity which is one of the most
important indicators of well-being, socioeconomic status, level of education of the
country.
The labour migration survey within the EU–
ILO Effective Governance of Labour
Migration and Its Skill Dimensions Project
framework helped improve the methodology
and implementation of household surveys
on labour migration in order to mainstream
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(including persons absent for less than a
year and not planning to return to their
household during the next 12 months).
This category also includes persons who
visited their relatives from time to time on
weekends or holidays when being on
leave, maintaining the possibility of going
back abroad for job continuation or
search. The project was aimed at building
the capacity of the national migration
authorities of Moldova and Ukraine to
regulate labour migration and promote
sustainable return with a special
emphasis on increasing human capital
and preventing the loss of skilled
personnel. The Supervisory Board of the
Project included representatives of the
parties to the social dialogue, in particular
the Confederation of Employers of
Ukraine
http://employers.org.ua/news/id794. The
overall objective of the project is to
strengthen Moldova’s and Ukraine’s
capacity to regulate labour migration and
promote sustainable return, with a
particular focus on enhancing human
resources capital and preventing skills
waste. June 24, 2014, with the
participation of experts from the
Federation of Employers of Ukraine,
(FED), the final conference of the EU-ILO
Project "Effective management of labour
migration and its qualifications" took place
(See:
http://fru.ua/ru/mediacenter/announcements/zakliuchnakonferentsiia-proektu-yes-mop-efektyvneupravlinnia-trudovoiu-mihratsiieiu-ta-iikvalifikatsiinymy-aspektamy).
In

for 2016-2020 (Minsocpolitik of Ukraine; Agreement, Coefficients,
List, Recommendations of 02.12.2016 without / number);
Issues of the National Tripartite Social and Economic Council
(Decree of the President of Ukraine dated February 17, 2015 No.
87/2015);
On changes in the board of the Social Insurance Fund against
accidents at work and occupational diseases in Ukraine
(Resolution of the Social Insurance Fund for Accidents from
December 11, 2014 № 34);
On Approval of the Sectoral Tripartite Social and Economic
Council under the State Agency for Tourism and Resorts (Order of
the State Agency for Tourism and Resorts of Ukraine dated June
25, 2014, No. 91);
On Approval of the Regulations of the National Mediation and
Reconciliation Service (Order, Regulation No. 35 of May 29,
2014);
On the Establishment of the Branch Tripartite Social and
Economic Council under the Ministry of Infrastructure of Ukraine
(Order of 21.05.2014 № 218);
Sectoral agreement between the Board of the UkrkoopUnion and
the Presidium of the Central Committee of the Union of Consumer
Protection Workers of Ukraine for 2014-2016 from January 30,
2014;
Recommendations of the participants in the committee's hearings
on the topic: "On the progress of the implementation of the
European Social Charter (revised) in Ukraine" (Committees of the
Verkhovna Rada; Decision No. 21 of 18.12.2013);
On Measures to Improve the Training of Trade Unions on
Occupational Safety Issues (Resolution of the Federation of Trade
Unions of Ukraine dated February 28, 2013, No. P-16-12);
On methodological recommendations on civic education and
upbringing (Letter of the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport of
Ukraine dated August 9, 2012 No. 1 / 9-557;
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them into statistical practice on a periodic
basis. Its results present a reliable
analytical base on which to take informed
decisions on the regulation of labour
migration, social and legal protection of the
Ukrainian nationals working abroad,
improvement of reintegration of returning
migrants and more efficient use of
Ukraine’s labour potential. The labour
migration phenomenon has been occurring
in Ukraine for more than a decade. As
global experience shows, the longer the
duration of work-related trips and the more
often they take place, the higher the
probability of the migrant’s permanent
settlement in the recipient country.
Therefore, a differentiated approach to
regulation
of
labour
migrations
is
necessary. Persons returning to Ukraine
should be assisted in adapting back to
Ukrainian society and in job placement. To
pledge efficient implementation of migration
policy requires concerted actions of the
State,
non-governmental
migrant
organizations, trade unions, employers’
organizations,
employment
agencies,
banking institutions of Ukraine and civil
society as a whole.
The Program of Decent Work for Ukraine
for 2016-2019 (hereinafter referred to as
the Program) is in line with the key priorities
of the United Nations Government
Partnership Framework Program and will
contribute to the achievement of its goals
and will also greatly contribute to the
implementation of the Poverty Reduction
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December 2015, the Federation of
Employers
of
Ukraine
signed
a
memorandum of cooperation with the
largest business association of the
European Union BUSINESSEUROPE
(http://fru.ua/ua/about/developmentstrategy).The main analytical report of the
project was provided in 2013, and
significant circles of representatives of the
social dialogue from Ukraine (State
Statistics Service of Ukraine; Institute for
Demography and Social Studies, NAS of
Ukraine; National Institute for Strategic
Studies), the EU and the ILO were
involved in its preparation and discussion.
(Report
on
the
Methodology,
Organization and Results of a Modular
Sample Survey on Labour Migration in
Ukraine / Decent Work Technical Support
Team and Country Office for Central and
Eastern Europe. - Budapest, ILO, 2013. 103
P.
http://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/--europe/---ro-geneva/---srobudapest/documents/publication/wcms_2
44693.pdf).
To
ensure
proper
performance of the work, the State
Statistics Service of Ukraine circulated
detailed instructions to the territorial
statistics
offices
concerning
the
organization of work in the field,
interviewers selection, and peculiarities of
population survey along with the EAP
survey according to the developed
organizational chart (Report - Figure 1.1).
In the current period, the new edition of
the Decree of the President of Ukraine on
the National Tripartite Social and

On approval of the Procedure for assessing compliance with the
criteria of representativeness and confirmation of the
representativeness of the parties of trade unions and employers'
organizations (Order No. 73 of 21.07.2011); Document of the joint
working group. Implementation of the European Neighborhood
Policy in 2010. Project progress report in Ukraine (EU;
International document dated 25.05.2011);
On the Establishment of the Social-Economic Council on Health
Care (Order of the Ministry of Health of Ukraine dated May 18,
2011, No. 293);
On Amendments to Some Laws of Ukraine on bringing them in
line with the Law of Ukraine "On Social Dialogue in Ukraine" (Law
of Ukraine dated 17.05.2012 № 4719-VI):
On the Establishment of the Social-Economic Council on Health
Care (Order of the Ministry of Health of Ukraine dated May 7,
2012 No. 337);
On the Strategy of the State Policy of Supporting the
Development of Civil Society in Ukraine and the Priority Measures
on its Implementation (Decree of the President of Ukraine dated
March 24, 2012, No. 212/2012);
About the position of the FTU concerning the state of housing
and communal services in Ukraine, the quality of services and
social protection of workers in this sector (Resolution of the
Federation of Trade Unions of Ukraine dated March 14, 2012 No.
П-11-7).
«We have begun the creation of a new Ukrainian state, the Prime
Minister said» {https://www.kmu.gov.ua/ua/news/mi-pochali-ruhstvorennya-novoyi-ukrayinskoyi-derzhavi-premyer-ministr} at a
meeting of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine, published
February 14, 2018. The policy of economic growth and the reform
of industry and social sphere proposed by the Government is a
way of creating a new, strong Ukrainian state respected by the
world and respecting a citizen. This was stated by Prime Minister
of Ukraine Volodymyr Groisman. Today, February 14, the Head of
Government presented a report on the work of the Cabinet of
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Strategy and the Ukraine 2020 Strategy for
Sustainable
Development
(http://search.ligazakon.ua/l_doc2.nsf/link1/
MU16042.html). The program is based on
the following priorities and provides the
following results.
Priority 1: Promoting employment and
developing sustainable enterprises for
stability and growth
Outcome 1.1: Initiated and / or implemented
legal and institutional reforms to encourage
the creation and growth of sustainable
enterprises. Outcome 1.2: Scientifically
grounded policy reforms have been initiated
aimed at providing the market with relevant
skilled personnel and eliminating labour
market
mismatches.
Outcome
1.3:
Improved functioning of the State
Employment Service. Outcome 1.4: The
impact of investment on job creation has
been tightened.
Priority 2: Promoting Effective Social
Dialogue. Outcome 2.1: Labour legislation
is in line with international labour standards
and EU directives. Outcome 2.2: Improved
system of collective bargaining and
settlement of labour disputes. Outcome 2.3:
Strengthens the capacity of social partners
and institutions for social dialogue.
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Economic
Council
N
567/2014
(567/2014), which came into force on
03.07.2014 (was transformed by the
previous Order No. 027/2011 dated
02.04.2011
(http://zakon0.rada.gov.ua/laws/main/l348
444). In order to ensure social dialogue in
Ukraine, in accordance with the Law of
Ukraine "On Social Dialogue in Ukraine"
(2862-17), this Decree sets the following
tasks: 1. To establish a National Tripartite
Social and Economic Council (hereinafter
referred to as the National Council) as a
permanent body. (Article 2 has expired).
3. To establish the secretariat of the
National Tripartite Social and Economic
Council
as
a
permanent
body,
reorganizing the secretariat of the
National Tripartite Social and Economic
Council established by the Decree of the
President of Ukraine No. 453 (453/2006)
dated May 29, 2006 "The Secretariat's
Issues National Tripartite Social and
Economic Council. "4. The Cabinet of
Ministers of Ukraine, co-chairmen of the
National Council from the trade union
side and from the side of employers, to
ensure, in accordance with the procedure
established by the Law of Ukraine" On
Social Dialogue in Ukraine "(2862-17),
the adoption of decisions on the
appointment (delegation) to the National
Council of Representatives of the relevant
party to the social dialogue at the national
level, formation of the Presidium of the
National Council for nominations for
appointment of the Chairman of the
National Council, secretary I, the National

Ministers in 2017 and the main directions of reforms in 2018.
Volodymyr Groisman emphasized that the priority is to create a
new quality of public administration with maximum use of digital
infrastructure, deepening decentralization and targeted and
effective targeting and use of state resources, especially budget
funds, for advanced budget programs, including the "Available
drugs" program and the land , which is transferred to the disposal
of the united territorial communities.
"We managed to create almost 700 communities and start a highquality regional policy. We will focus on state support for regional
projects, "said Vladimir Groisman. He reminded that the priority
projects are infrastructure development, the construction of new
kindergartens, and the development of a network of emergency
medicine. "All projects for creating new jobs will also be supported
in the first place," said Vladimir Groisman.
The Decent Work Program in Ukraine for 2012-2015. which was
signed on June 12, 2012 in Geneva during the 101st Session of
the International Labour Conference, in which the tripartite
delegation of Ukraine participated, was analyzed within the
framework of the ILO Multidisciplinary Mission ("Implementation of
the Program in Unpredictable Military Operations" http: // npgu.
org / novosti / 1885-program-guidnoji-pratsi-pidsumki-ta-noviorientiri.html ). September 3-4 in Kyiv, where its members took
part in a consultation meeting with Ukrainian social partners:
representatives of unions, trade unions, employers and the
government. The Confederation of Free Trade Unions of Ukraine,
which also participated in the process of developing a new Decent
Work Program in Ukraine for 2016-2019. The analysis of the
effectiveness of the previous document was based on three key
priorities and long-term goals: strengthening of social dialogue
institutions to strengthen their participation in market management
work; encouraging decent work and increasing the employability
of the labour force of Ukraine; improvement of social protection
systems. Military actions in the Donbas, due to the fact that more
than 1.5 million internally displaced people from these territories
have been registered today, and the deep economic crisis have
had a sharp negative impact on the implementation of the Decent
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Priority 3: Improving Social Protection and
Working Conditions
Outcome 3.1: Strengthening the national
minimum level of social protection based on
international labour standards and social
dialogue. Outcome 3.2: A policy on wages
and incomes with emphasis on equal
opportunities has been developed and put
in place. Outcome 3.3: Safety and health
legislation updated and aligned with ILO
norms and EU directives. Outcome 3.4:
Technical support was provided to the
tripartite partners in the implementation of
the National Trilateral Cooperation Strategy
on HIV / AIDS in the field of labour
(UKR_DWCP_2016 2019 final ukrainianwcms_470684
http://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/--europe/---ro-geneva/---srobudapest/documents/genericdocument/wc
ms_470684.pdf).
It is worth noting the special system
significance for legal regulation, which was
made with the adoption of the Law of
Ukraine On Amendments to Some Laws of
Ukraine on bringing them in line with the
Law of Ukraine "On Social Dialogue in
Ukraine" dated May 17, 2012 No. 4719-VI
(Document 4719- 17, current, current
version as of 01.01.2015, basis 77-19
http://zakon0.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/471917). This law was substantiated and
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Council, the drafting of the Regulation on
the Secretariat of the National Tripartite
Social and Economic Council 5. Ministries
and other central executive authorities to
hold consultations with representatives of
all-Ukrainian
trade
unions
and
associations of employers organized on
an industrial basis for the creation of
sectoral (interbranch) trilateral or bilateral
socioeconomic councils, and other bodies
for conducting social dialogue at the
sectoral level. 6. The Council of Ministers
of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea,
the regional, Kyiv and Sevastopol city
state administrations shall ensure, in the
established manner, the implementation
of organizational measures for the
creation
of
territorial
tripartite
socioeconomic councils for conducting
social dialogue at the territorial level.
National decent work programs are a
concrete contribution of the ILO to
national UN programs and is one of the
main tools for improving international
technical cooperation. Each program is
built around a limited number of national
priorities and outcomes that are defined
in consultation with tripartite participants.
The maximum number of priorities is
three. Priorities and outcomes of decent
work patterns reflect the situation in the
country (concerning the ILO mandate),
the common priorities of trilateral
participants, the global objectives and
commitments of the ILO, the comparative
advantage of the ILO (where its
contribution will be most valuable), which
was fully applied to the development of a

Work Program for 2012-2015. However, all failures can be written
off for war and crisis. ? It was this question that was raised by the
trade unions during the meeting in Kyiv with the mission of the
ILO. In addition, the formation of modern labour legislation, the
legalization of wages, the provision of gender equality, the reform
of the system of social support of the population, the provision of
social services and universal compulsory social insurance are
singled out.
Implementation of the Program of Decent Work 2012-2015 in
Ukraine has its achievements. Over the past three years, ten
projects have been implemented on topics such as legislation,
collective bargaining and social dialogue, business development,
labour migration management, social security agreements,
institutional strengthening (labour inspection, employment
service), work on the ratification of ILO Conventions No. 102 on
Minimum social security and maritime labour standards (MLCs),
prevention of discrimination in the workplace and the HIV / AIDS
problem. Among the achievements of the program, progress can
be made in improving national reporting on the implementation of
ILO conventions and recommendations; use of ILO control
mechanisms; Building the capacity of the State Employment
Service to create employment opportunities for temporarily
displaced persons; Strengthening the capacity of trilateral partners
throughout the thematic sector.
According to the State Statistics Service of Ukraine, the
population of Ukraine as of January 1, 2016 amounted to 42.7
million people. The number of the employed population in the 4th
quarter of 2015 amounted to 16.2 million people. The level of
employment was 55.9%, in particular among men - 61.3%, among
women - 510%. The highest employment rates were observed in
Kyiv (62.0%) and Dnipropetrovsk (60.09%), while the lowest was
in Donetsk (50.3%) and Ternopil (51.6%). The number of
unemployed was 1.7 million. The unemployment rate, according
to the methodology (ILO), amounted to 9.5% of the economically
active population, and among the working age population - 9.9%.
Among men, this figure was 10.7%, among women - 8.2%.
Among young people under the age of 25, the unemployment rate
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amended, with the aim of bringing the
laws of Ukraine "On Employment of the
Population",
"On
Labour
Remuneration",
"On
Local
SelfGovernment
in
Ukraine",
the
Fundamentals of the Law on Obligatory
State Social Insurance, "On the
Procedure for the Resolution of
Collective Labour Disputes (conflicts) ","
On local state administrations "," On
trade unions, their rights and guarantees
of activity "," On compulsory state
social insurance against accidents at
work and occupational diseases, which
caused disability "," On compulsory
state
social
insurance
against
unemployment "," On compulsory state
social insurance in connection with
temporary incapacity for work and costs
caused by burial "," On employers'
organizations "," About compulsory
state pension insurance "," On ensuring
equal rights and opportunities for
women and men "," On the Cabinet of
Ministers of Ukraine "," On central
executive authorities "in accordance
with the Law of Ukraine "On Social
Dialogue in Ukraine". Since the purpose
of harmonization of normative legal acts
is the establishment of a predictable and
unambiguous regulation of social
relations, it is important for the
introduction of this law to foresee and
analyze the systemic changes that have
occurred
as
a
result
of
the
implementation of all laws relating to
this area. It also deserves additional
consideration of the remark (Conclusion
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new
program
in
Ukraine
(http://fpsu.org.ua/pro-fpu/chlenskiorganizatsiji/vseukrajinski-galuzeviprofspilki/173-fpu-ta-mizhnarodnistrukturi/8361-programi-gidnoji-pratsi-vukrajini-pidtrimku-ta-propozitsijiprofspilok-2). The Ministry of Social Policy
of Ukraine, representative all-Ukrainian
associations of employers' organizations,
representative all-Ukrainian union unions
and the International Labour Organization
(ILO), represented by the International
Labour Office (hereinafter referred to as
the
"PARTIES"),
expressed
their
willingness to cooperate with a view to
promoting and promoting decent work in
Ukraine . Taking into account also that
Ukraine is a party to the Convention on
Privileges and Immunities of the
Specialized Agencies of the United
Nations
of
1947
(http://www.un.org/en/ethics/pdf/conventi
on.pdf),
(http://portal.unesco.org/en/ev.._SECTIO
N=201.html) and its Appendix 1
concerning ILO of April 13, 1966
(https://treaties.un.org/Pages/ViewDetails
.aspx?src=TREATY&.en). The
parties
agreed and identified priority areas of
cooperation during 2016-2019 during
consultations between the Ministry of
Social Policy of Ukraine and social
partners in Ukraine with the participation
of the Compassion Support Technical
Support Group and the ILO Bureau for
the Countries of Central and Eastern
Europe.

remains more than twice as high as the average for the country 22.4% of the economically active population (The last census was
conducted in Ukraine in 2001. Data on the population as of
January 1, 2016, provided by the State Statistics Service of
Ukraine do not include the temporarily occupied territories of the
Autonomous Republic of Crimea and the city of Sevastopol
(www.ukrstat.gov.ua).
Employment Service for its transformation into the National
Employment Agency, which should ensure optimization of some
functions, improve information on the labour market and expand
the scope of the agency's services to all jobseekers (and not only
the unemployed). The relevant draft law was developed at the
level of the Ministry and presented at the International
Employment Conference in May 2015. However, the bill was
criticized by social partners, who, inter alia, stressed the lack of
consultation during its preparation. In response to criticism in
September 2015, the Government created a tripartite working
group to review the bill and submitted a revised draft to the ILO for
technical commentary. Regarding macroeconomic factors, the
main threat to recovery is unrestrained inflation and public debt
(domestic debt at the time of the development of the new Program
in the first quarter of 2015 exceeded the gross domestic product
by 110.5%, while the sovereign debt of Ukraine tripled, reaching a
level of 1 , 4 trillion hryvna).
Solving the problem of finding qualified personnel in the Ukrainian
labour market, recognizing informal qualifications and deep
understanding of the internal mobility of the Ukrainian workforce
would help to improve employment opportunities for the Ukrainian
labour force, including labour migrants and IDPs, as well as
contribute to economic growth in Ukraine. The State Employment
Service and the Federation of Employers of Ukraine cooperate in
developing and reviewing professional standards. As of the end of
2015, 18 professional standards were approved by employers of
Ukraine, some of which were developed as a result of cooperation
with the ILO. (supported by the EU-IBE Project "Effective
management of labour migration and its qualifications"). In 2014,
the Institute for Professional Qualifications was created as a
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of the Main Scientific and Expert Board
10.10.2011
http://w1.c1rada.gov.ua/pls/zweb2/webproc
34?id=&pf3511=41144&pf35401=202953)
at the stage of discussion of the draft of
the said changes. as the analysis of the
content of the bill shows, the Code of
Labour Laws of Ukraine and the Law of
Ukraine "On Collective Contracts and
Agreements" remained outside of its
attention. Meanwhile, the specified
normative acts contain the defining
provisions for the regulation of social
and labour relations and the collectivecontractual process in particular. In
particular, the Code of Labour Law of
Ukraine - as a systemic legislative act in
this area - establishes the rules of
conduct of the subjects of labour law in
all aspects of labour relations, defining,
in particular, the employer's side of the
"owner or an authorized body" and the
terms of his interaction with the worker
side. Regarding the Law of Ukraine "On
Collective
Agreements
and
Agreements", the content of which also
does not provide for the relevant
changes, it is important to emphasize
the fact that it is a special legislative act
in determining the legal framework for
the development, conclusion and
implementation of collective agreements
and agreements. At the same time, in the
Law of Ukraine "On Social Dialogue"
(Articles 4, 6), the conformity with which
the law itself and the directed bill
stipulate other conditions than those
established in the said special law, the
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The Law of Ukraine "On Employment of
the
Population"
(http://zakon0.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/803
-12), which was introduced by the Decree
of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine No.
804-XII (804-12) dated March 1, 1991, 20
legal changes and has expired on the
basis of the Law N 5067-VI (5067-17)
from 05.07.2012, has received more than
10 improvements, and in the current
period operates in the wording of January
20,
2018,
the
basis
2249-19
(http://zakon0.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/506
7-17). The text of the summary of this law
in English is only available as of July 5,
2012
(http://zakon0.rada.gov.ua/laws/anot/en/5
067-17). These documents are subject to
a broad regulatory framework that
requires joint coordination in the ongoing
process of drafting a new edition of the
General Agreement on the Regulation of
Basic Principles and Standards for the
Implementation of Socio-Economic Policy
and Labour Relations in Ukraine.

platform to promote the development of professional standards
and
qualifications
(See:
http://fru.org.ua/ua/events/fruevents/robotodavtsi-i-derzhavna-sluzhba-zainiatosti-teper-razompratsiuvatymut-nad-suchasnymy-kvalifikatsiiamy-pratsivnykiv).
These efforts will require additional support from the ILO in the
context of the dynamics of the real situation in Ukraine.
According to the information resources of the web-portal of
normative legal acts of Ukraine, in compliance with the current
version of the Decree of the President of Ukraine on the National
Tripartite Social and Economic Council N 567/2014 (567/2014),
which came into force on 03.07.2014 (was transformed by the
previous Order No. 027/2011 dated 02.04.2011) - there is no
document, indicating the presence of problems in the interaction
of regional and sectoral structures of trilateral social dialogue.
(http://zakon0.rada.gov.ua/laws/main/l348444).
Significant tension in society creates an increase in utility tariffs
(electricity tariff has increased by 45.2 percent since April 1, 2015,
it will be increased by 23 percent from September 1, and by 23
percent from March 1, 2016) , because the registration of
subsidies takes place only at the place of registration, and the
existing system of registration of registry is very difficult for the
situation with massive labour migration, and problems with the
rental housing in many cities, migrant workers - having a different
place of official residence, and have no right to apply for
documents registration subsidies. The issue of protecting the
rights of migrant workers within the country has not been
investigated. As tripartite minimum wage negotiations are also tied
to overall economic performance, productivity and the success of
economic reforms, a favourable environment for investment and
sustainable economic activity is one of the most urgent priorities
for employers. Both employer organizations and employee
organizations need to strengthen their ability to interact with the
Government and other social partners, as well as to develop the
provision of their own internal services to their members.
Significant tension in society creates an increase in utility tariffs
(electricity tariff has increased by 45.2 percent since April 1, 2015,
it will be increased by 23 percent from September 1, and by 23
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conditions for participation in collective
bargaining on the conclusion of
collective agreements and agreements,
which is one form of social dialogue. In
the opinion of the Main Directorate, in
order to avoid parallel legal regulation of
this sphere, it is necessary to harmonize
their provisions with each other by
establishing direct requirements for a
collective-contractual process in a
specially designated act for this
purpose. Without harmonizing the legal
regulation of this most important form of
social dialogue, the results of which
have force of binding decisions and
provide for responsibility for the
implementation of the commitments,
this sphere can not be considered
properly regulated. These comments
were not taken into account at the stage
of adoption of the amendments and
require additional analysis, as well as
the implications of the introduction of
amendments to the 15 laws in the field
of labour standards and social dialogue
(http://zakon0.rada.gov.ua/laws/main/l3799
87p1).
The law also amended the following
legal
acts
(http://zakon0.rada.gov.ua/laws/main/l3799
87z1), which need to be consistently
consistent with all the modern set of
requirements
for
regulating
the
sustainable labour market:
On Amendments to Certain Legislative
Acts of Ukraine on the Reform of
Mandatory State Social Insurance and
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percent from March 1, 2016) , because the registration of
subsidies takes place only at the place of registration, and the
existing system of registration of registry is very difficult for the
situation with massive labour migration, and problems with the
rental housing in many cities, migrant workers - having a different
place of official residence, and have no right to apply for
documents registration subsidies. The issue of protecting the
rights of migrant workers within the country has not been
investigated. Big problems create an outdated document
management system, low level of automation and transparency of
processes. According to Minister of Social Policy of Ukraine Pavlo
Rosenko, administrative expenses of social insurance funds reach
25
percent
of
their
budgets
(See:
http://prombezpeka.com/2014/12/ministr-socpolityky-pavlorozenko-objednannja-dvoh-fondiv-socstrahuvannja-zbilshytobsjagy-vyplat/).
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Legalization of the Salary Fund (Law of
Ukraine dated 28.12.2014 No. 77-VIII); On
the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine (Law
of Ukraine dated February 27, 2014, No.
794-VII); On Employment of the
Population (Law of Ukraine dated
05.07.2012 No. 5067-VI).
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Amendment 2

Relevance of policies and reforms for environmental and social standards or with the Green Economy paradigm In Ukraine

Title of policy (strategies) /
reform (date or year)

What is it about

Evaluation in how far requirements for
sustainability, environment or labour standards
are applied or missing

Potential effect of business (eg restrictions of
use of resources on productivity).

1. The Law of Ukraine "On
Social
Dialogue
in
Ukraine"(Date of entry into
force: January 18, 2011)

• The Law determines the
legal principles of organizing
and the procedure for holding
social dialogue in Ukraine
with
the
purpose
of
developing and implementing
the
state
social
and
economic policy

• According to Article 1 of the Law, social
dialogue is a process of determining
standpoints and achieving rapprochement,
attaining common ground and making
accorded decisions by the parties of the social
dialogue that represent the interests of
employees, employers and the bodies of
executive power and local self-government
bodies, in the issues of creating and
implementing the state social and economic
policy, and regulating labour, social and
economic relations.

•The Law provides legal base for
social
dialogue in Ukraine by establishing a National
Tripartite Social and Economic Council as a
permanent body which unites employers
organizations, trade unions and the
Government representatives which helps to
solve problems in legal economy.

(According to Article 2 of this
Law, the Ukrainian legislation
on social dialogue is based on
the Constitution of Ukraine and
consists of the laws of Ukraine
"On Trade Unions, Their Rights
and Guarantees of Activities",
"On Employers' Organizations",
"On Collective Contracts and
Agreements",
"On
the
Procedure
for
Resolution"
collective
labour
disputes/
conflicts ", this Law, labour law,
other normative legal acts).

2. ”Government of Ukraine –
United Nations Partnership
Framework
for
2018-2022”

• The Law regulates labour,
social
and
economic
relations,
•
The
Law
ensures
improvement of the living
standard and the quality of
life,
• The Law supports social
stability in the society

The following four Pillars
were
identified
in
the
Framework:
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• Social dialogue did not achieve the desired
goal in the field of decent work and
engagement with civil society.
• At present there is a clear indication of an
ineffectiveness of the social dialogue system,
formalities and wide spread non-fulfillment of
collective
bargaining
and
agreements
accompanied by increasing social insecurity of
workers and social tension.

Results formulated under the Pillars of
the Framework respond to the national
sustainable development challenges and make

• At the same time significant part of the
"shadow" economy in Ukraine does not
promote
the
development
of
social
partnership. Shadow enterprises do not apply
norms of labor legislation, in particular on
labor protection and labor law
• Shadow enterprises do not provide social
guarantees, taxes are not paid, labor
agreements are not registered.
Employees
at
such
enterprises
are
considered exclusively as labor resources of
production.

Strong emphasis will be made on UNO
sustainable development goals identified for
Ukraine as national and regional priorities
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signed on November, 30, 2017,
by
United Nations (UN)
Resident Coordinator in Ukraine
Neal Walker and First Vice
Prime Minister – Minister of
Economic Development and
Trade of Ukraine Stepan Kubiv

•
Sustainable
economic
growth, environment and
employment;
•Equitable
access
to
quality
and
inclusive services and social
protection;

use of comparative advantages, which holds
the UNO’s country team in Ukraine, including
capacity and resources in achieving the global
and national targets of the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs).

such as

• Ensuring equal rights and opportunities for
women and men in small and medium-sized
businesses.

• supporting for entrepreneurship involvement
of certain categories of population (internally
displaced people, former military personnel,
youth, older generation).

•Democratic
governance,
rule of law and civic
participation;

• Goal 3: Good Health and Wellbeing;
• Goal 8: Decent Work and Economic Growth;
• Goal 16: Peace, Justice and strong
institutions.

•Human
security,
social
cohesion and recovery with a
particular focus on Eastern
Ukraine.
3. “Strategy for Small and
Mediumsized
Enterprise
Development in Ukraine until
2020” approved by the Cabinet
of Ministers of Ukraine on
24.05.2017

• The main goal of the
Strategy
is to create
favorable
conditions
for
conducting business, which
will reveal the potential of the
SME sector in ensuring
sustainable economic and
social
development
of
Ukraine.
• Increasing the access of
small
and
medium
enterprises to financing;

• promotion of social responsibility of small and
medium enterprises including positive impact
of the results of economic activity on the
natural environment, consumers, workers, as
well as the sustainable development of local
communities in which economic activities of
SME are carried out.

• Strengthening the competitiveness and
innovative potential of small and medium
enterprises.

direction
• Promotion of export /
internationalization of small
and medium enterprises;
4.
Action
Plan
for
the
Implementation of the “Strategy
for Small and Medium- sized
Enterprise
Development
in
Ukraine until 2020” (Draft,
prepared by the Department of

The main tasks are:
•
Increasing
of
the
information provision level
•Improvement
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of

labor

• Transformation of small and medium
enterprises into the source of new jobs and
important links in all production chains
• Creating predictable and effective regulatory
policy and regulatory system that does not

•Business Support Centers deployment
program to be prepared for the Centers of
Administrative Services to reach broadest
SME audience with respect to regional and
local needs.
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Business Development and
Regulatory Policy of the Ministry
of Economic Development and
Trade, 30.10.2017)

legislation
•Increasing the flexibility of
the labor market
•Encouraging employers to
train their employees

interfere in the development of small and
medium enterprises
• Addressing problems related to mistreatment
of businesses, in particular foreign investors
and foreign-owned companies protecting their
rights and legitimate interests.

•Drafting and submitting a Law of Ukraine
"On amendments to some laws of Ukraine"
aimed at bringing regulation of the labor
market in line with market conditions,
reducing administrative intervention and
pressure on the labor market participants.

•Ensuring equal rights and
opportunities for women and
men in small and mediumsized businesses
5. Concept of the State Social
Program for ensuring equal
rights and opportunities for
women and men for the period
up to 2021 adopted by the
Resolution of the Cabinet of
Ministers of Ukraine No. 229,
April 5, 2017

• The concept defines the
purpose of the Program, the
problem addressed by the
Program; the reasons for the
problem and the justification
for the need to solve it;

6. The Law of Ukraine on
environmental
impact
assessment (№ 2059-VIII) was
published on 17 June 2017 in
the Newspaper “Golos Ukrainy”
and entered into force. The Law
will come into effect in 6 month
(from 18.12.2017).

• The Law establishes the
legal
and
organizational
principles for environmental
impact assessment, aimed at
preventing
environmental
damage,
ensuring
environmental
safety,
environmental
protection,
rational use and reproduction
of natural resources.

• The optimal variant of
solving the problem is
determined on the basis of
comparative
analysis
of
possible variants; ways and
means
of
solving
the
problem, the term of the
Program implementation;

• The Law will be used in the
process of making decisions
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• The statistics provided in the abovementioned Concept indicate an unsatisfactory
state of ensuring equal rights and opportunities
for women and men in Ukraine.
• There is a need for statistical indicators on a
gender basis, without which it is impossible to
implement a gender equality perspective in
programs, documents, strategies, plans at all
levels, including in the sphere of small and
medium entrepreneurship;

• According to the Law, enterprises will have to
obtain a conclusion on the environmental
impact assessment instead of the conclusion
of the state environmental review.
• The process of environmental impact
assessment is supported by timely, adequate
and effective public information.
• The Law will take into account state, public
and business interests in preserving the
environment.

• The Concept emphasizes the need to
expand the economic empowerment of
women in the field of employment and
development of entrepreneurial potential
•
Expected
results
of
program
implementation,
determination
of
its
effectiveness will depend on amount of
financial resources for its implementation.

•The procedure for environmental impact
assessment includes a preparation by a
business company of a report on the
environmental impact assessment, its public
discussion, an analysis by the authorized
body of information provided in the
environmental impact assessment report
• Obtaining a conclusion on the assessment
of the environmental impact will become
mandatory for obtaining permission to
conduct a certain economic activity such as
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on economic activities that
can
have
significant
environmental impact

7. Energy Strategy of Ukraine
for the period up to 2035
"Safety,
Energy
Efficiency,
Competitiveness." approved the
By Government order of August
18, 2017, No. 605-r

8. he Law of Ukraine "On
Amendments
to
Certain
Legislative Acts of Ukraine on
the Protection of Virgin forests
in
accordance
with
the
Framework Convention on the
Protection and Sustainable
Development
of
the
Carpathians", May 2017.

• Objectives of the Strategie:
conscious
and
energy
efficient society, investment
attractiveness into national
energy sector
• National energy complex
integration including gas and
electricity networks into the
EU energy market aimed at
strengthening
energy
security
• The document defines the
concept of "natural forests",
"virgin
forests"
and
establishes a special legal
regime for their preservation
and protection.

http://zakon3.rada.gov.ua/laws/s
how/3852-12

• The law prohibits, in
particular,
all types
of
construction buildings, laying
of roads,
cattle grazing,
roads constraction (except
public roads and forest
protection
transport
services).

9. “Poverty Irradiation Strategy
in Ukraine” approved by the
order of the Cabinet of Ministers
of Ukraine, March 16, 2016, No.
161-p

In line with the Sustainable
Development Goals (20152030) endorsed by the UNO
Summit in September 2015,
the strategy is addressing
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refineries and gas processing plants and
waste management activities;

•It outlines the
energy sector reform
optimization and innovative development of
energy infrastructure.
•Ensuring sustainable energy development
including green energy
• Setting the 2020 national energy efficiency
target as required by Directive 2012/27/EU.
It is noted that nuclear energy will give 50% of
the country's electricity by 2035, renewable
sources - 25%, hydropower - 13%, the rest will be covered by thermal power plants.
The law amended the Criminal Code of
Ukraine to increase responsibility for illegal
logging of trees or shrubs in forests, protective
and other forest plantations, in national parks
or on territories and objects of the nature
reserve fund.

•The strategy is aimed at developing social
infrastructure and expanding opportunities for
self-realization in a safe environment.
•Ensuring the right to protection from poverty

Fully-fledged electricity and natural gas
markets as a result of the Third Energy
Package implementation will provide for free
competition across all market segments,
proper consumer protection (the right to freely
choose suppliers) and energy supply security,
as well as the true prospect of integration into
the European energy market. This will help
the energy sector attract investments and
strengthen the nation’s energy independence.

• Introducing an administrative responsibility
for violating the requirements of protecting
natural forests and virgin forests,
• Corresponding changes on foresat
protection have been made to the Code of
Ukraine on Administrative Offenses, the
Forest Code of Ukraine and the Law of
Ukraine "On the Nature Reserve Fund".

Increasing the effectiveness of
employment policies by:

Ukraine’s

•restructuring of the system of state
assistance to employment on a fundamentally
new basis, taking into account the balance of
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poverty
reduction
and
reducing
inequalities,
improving living standards
and providing access to
basic
services
for
all
segments of the Ukraine’s
population.
10. “Sustainable Development
Strategy for Ukraine by 2020”
approved by
Decree of the President of
Ukraine
dated January 12, 2015, No.
5/2015

11. “Sustainable Development
Strategy for Ukraine by 2030”,
Draft carried out by Ukrainian
experts with support from the
United Nations Development
Programme in Ukraine and
the
Global
Environment
Facility
within
the
implementation
of
"Integrating RIO Conventions
Provisions
into
Ukraine’s
National Policy Framework"
project.

•Provision of sustainable
development
of
Ukraine
throug implementation of
structural
reforms
and,
consequently,
raising
standards of living.
•Ensuring
sustainable
growth of the economy in an
environmentally sound way,
•Creating
favorable
conditions
for
economic
activity and a transparent tax
system.
The
proposed
draft
Strategy is regarded as a
framework document that
will determine the strategic
direction of Ukraine's longterm development. The
principal aspect of the
document
development
was the consideration of
the
Sustainable
Development
Goals,
adapted for Ukraine by
2030.
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and social exclusion which is also one of the
main areas of the European Social Charter
(revised), ratified by the Verkhovna Rada of
Ukraine in 2006.
•intensification of state incentives to influence
employment by means of full or partial
subsidization of creation of new workplaces at
enterprises employing unemployed citizens.
•Transition of Ukraine to energy-efficient and
energy-saving economy
•Production and energy consumption with the
introduction of innovative technologies;
•Realization of
energy sources;

projects

using

alternative

•Increasing of domestic energy resources
production and modernization of fuel and
energy infrastructure.

•The Strategy ensures a high quality of life of
Ukraine’s population;
• Creation of favorable conditions for economic
activity and employment of the present and
future generations
• Halting the degradation of natural
ecosystems through introduction of a new
model of economic growth based on
sustainable development principles
.

interests of employers and citizens seeking
employment;
•creation of a national register of vacancies
with free online access and actualization in
real time;

•Ensuring that every citizen, regardless of
race, color, political, religious or other beliefs,
sex, ethnic or social origin, property status,
residence, language or other characteristics,
will have access to high-quality education ,
healthcare systems and other services in the
public and private sectors.
•Territorial communities will independently
resolve issues of local importance, their wellbeing and will bear responsibility for the
development of the entire country.

• Introduction of environmentally
technologies, including

sound

energy-saving and low-carbon;
•
Resource-efficient
development
of
traditional branches of the national economy
• Increasing an efficiency of the energy sector
• Reduction of energy intensity of economic
production
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